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GAN YISROEL’S EFFECT ON 
THE WHOLE YEAR

(Free Transalation)

…Especially and particularly the camps of
Gan Yisroel- which are called 'Gan Yisroel'
(Garden of Israel), they should assist (the
campers) that during the time of camp, the
campers as well should become 'fruits' of a gar-
den. As fruits which grow, (they should grow) in
the garden of Hashem, (meaning) that he grows
every day and becomes better and more beauti-
ful, in matters which are connected with
Hashem, which these are the matters of Torah
and Mitzvos and Yiddishkeit.

As previously said, one
of the main obligations of Gan
Yisroel is that everyone that was
in them (Gan Yisroel Camps),
should take along with himself
the things which he learnt- that
educated himself and others-
and this should (have an)
impact on the entire year, in his
day to day life.  

(1st of Elul, 5738 - 
to the campers of Gan Yisroel)
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Did Webster steal that car or not?

Good question, Here's an even better
one, how is it possible to experience Camp
Gan Yisroel all year long!!!

Think for a second "What was it that made
camp so special??? What was it that makes
it so hard for us to say good-bye??? Was it
the Farbrengens Friday night with the H.C.
& your Counselor or was it the walks with
your L.T.??? Maybe it was those amazing
trips or those quiet & precious moments at
lights-out with your counselor??? Color-war?
Shmayonky? Staff-play? Chayos during
bentching? One of the many other enjoy-
able things we did this summer???" 

Think back and you'll come to the realiza-

Dear Campers,

It is with much sadness we write this letter
to you. The very thought that the past four
weeks that we spent together in Gan Yisroel
are coming to an end makes our hearts skip
a beat. After all, it was quite an amazing and
exciting summer. From the morning we
woke up early to learn Chassidus, to the
interesting things we learnt about the Beis
Hamikdosh and the Rebbes Mivtzoim. 

Who isn't saddened while contemplating
that camp has ended so soon? 

Well, dear campers, let us tell you a
secret. Learning never ends and neither
does camp! The last few weeks in camp, we
learnt all about how to wash our hands
before eating Hamotzi (in Hilchos Netilas
Yodayim). Now, when we go home, we
have the opportunity to actually wash prop-
erly in our very own home.

Until now-we heard all about what a

chossid of the rebbe means. Now, at home and at school
it's time to actually be a chossid and a living example to
our friends and family of how a Jewish child acts, when
he'll daven in school each and every word from inside
the Siddur, reciting each word loudly and clearly, with
chayus and warmth, our friends will start to do the same. 

The things we learnt about the Rebbe (in Horunu
Midrochov) from what a Nossi is, to what a shliach is,
will now serve as a powerful lesson for us to continue to
have the strength and devotion, to live as a proper chos-
sid each and every day of the coming year.

The Rebbe's farbrengen taught us that if we want-we
can (Mozhish Da Nye Chotchish), how a Jew is special-
ly chosen by Hashem (Bain Yisroel L'amim) and how we
must teach another Yid everything we know about
Yiddishkeit (Kamo Gedolim Ma'asei Chiya). Even today,
by merely listening to the Rebbe's voice, we can relive
the Rebbe's Farbrengen.

And after learning about the Rebbe's Mivtzoim
(Mivtza Tzedaka and Mezuza), we can now join Yeshiva
Bachurim on Mivtzoim and show them how to do it
with real enthusiasm! 

tion that what makes camp special is not those individ-
ual things, rather, it's  when everything comes together
in 1 amazing month (one more week!!!) and in one
amazing place with one really amazing group of kids;
that is what makes camp so special. A time when you
spent hours together in Ahavas Yisroel with the many
friends (new and old) that you've met here, listening
together to your counselor and H.C. by farbrengens and
playing together during activities, friends you'll remem-
ber & have forever, and most of all the knowledge and
the feeling that every moment is being spent under the
guidance of the Rebbe and in the Rebbe's loving care.
All these lessons which affected your entire being and
minutes so precious you'll wish you could relive
them......but they're gone!!! 

Wait a second, what's gone?  The moments? Maybe,
the sunny days in camp? Ok, it's the times that are gone,
however the lessons that you learned here in Gan Yisroel
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In short, when we go home, we must bring to life all of
those lessons we learned, the chayus and chassidishe
light we received, and most of all the good Hachlotos we
took upon ourselves with our friends and learning teach-
ers at our Farbrengens together. This will uplift our spirits
until next year, when once again we will spend a summer
together on the soil of the Rebbe's camp enjoying learn-
ing hearing stories and Farbrengens around the picnic
tables in the woods. 

At the end of such an enjoyable summer, when we
reflect upon all the different things we have learned,
there is one thing we can definitely say: each one of us
has become a better Jew and a better Chossid from this
years learning classes.

We hope, that each one of us merit to be a true chos-
sid of the Rebbe, and that very soon we should-as the
Rebbe said when he visited Gan Yisroel-"go out with you
(campers) towards Moshiach and say "Reu Gidulim
Shegidalti"-these are the children that we raised, and are
worthy of being Moshiach's soldiers".

Levi Teldon                  Yossi Hecht

will never be forgotten, the hachlotos you took and the
Pan that you wrote, that will always remain within you.
During those cold wintry nights, times when the lake is
frozen-over and camps' 663 acres are covered with snow
and you're lying in bed after a full day of school thinking
back, you'll realize that when keeping those hachlotos,
when living those lessons, camp is alive within you
warming your heart and lighting up the world.   

So did Webster steal the car? We'll never know…
Can we relive camp all year long?  Definitely…
So, hold on tight, keep your Hachlatos, and smile,

"knowing that I'll be back next year and relive my dream"

Shneur Silberberg                  Shaul Perlstein

Chaim Dovid Willhelm



good people. |Getting dressed up in a mall is

Dear Bunk Aleph,

As the end of the summer approaches, we sit here thinking
of how the summer flew by.
It feels like yesterday coming off the buses our first summer in camp not
knowing anything, running to unpack our bags, then going to have the
first "delicious" camp meal, to having our counselor as a flag pole. 
Then right on to ice rink we go hoping that we don't get run-over.
Hey! Do you reemember the time whenwe where woken up in the mid-
dle of the night by our crazy counselors throwing popcorn in our face
(ouch!) having the time of our life. Hold it, don't forget about
Shabboscompetition wich we won, and how the H.C. scared us all about
the prisoner that escaped, and we all fell for it ‘cause it was color war,
(yes, I knew it the whole time) Now here comes the must unforgetable
peart-that crazy idea to run away from camp to Glens, which finnished off
with each of us sitting at a different parking space being screamed at by
H.C.S.P. and H.C.C.D.W.. And to make it eaven worse, since our coun-
selors where so scared, they blamed it on us, so we had to come the next
morning with our feet tied together!

Basically, it was a smashing summerwe had together, but is this the rea-
son why we came to Camp Gan Yisroel, The Rebbes camp? Just to have
fun and play?
We have to remember the chayus at davening and benching, looking
inside the siddur/bencher, sayimg every word out loud, singing “Lecha
Dodi”, the shaboss meals that we stayed ‘till the END (WOW!),the far-
brengens we had and the haclotes we made, the m.b.p. that we learned,
(wow) chitas and sefer hamitsvos club and ending our day by looking at
the picture of the Rebbe and listening to a chassidishe maase.

This is why we came to camp, and this is what will give us strength to
carry on throughout the entire year. 

May we be zoche to be with the Rebbe once again. 

Your Counselors,
Dovid Kotlarsky and Zalmy Cohen

P.S. Don't forget to Keep In Touch 

tWe



something called fun. | If you don't like your activity go to the infirmary. |

To our dear campers of bunk Kuf Beis Sheyichyu:
You know, thinking back of our most amazing summer, the first thing that comes to our mind is our very origi-

nal marvelous cheer.
It goes like this; (bum bum bam, bum bum bam…) were kuf beis, kuf is for kuf, beis is for beis, they call us

meshuga but were really tzudreit..!!
Now how in the world did we get such a cheer? Well, to tell u the truth, don't tell this to anyone; we are really a tzudreite

bunk! But don't worry we're tzudreit in a good way…
Everything we did was out of the ordinary! Starting from our unique time of waking up and cleaning up, let's better keep it

classified. And rounding it up with a most exciting N.A and video of the Rebbe. Finishing it up with a meaningful chasidishe
story.

Ohhh…there so much to write about, to much to fit in to this journal….What about (a first in many years) the grand pop
corn party that we had?! (We almost fooled bunk aleph…!) Oh! We almost forgot our grandiose run-away from camp, in which
we almost got caught by H.C.S.S!!(also when he almost got at by the bbq the last night of camp?!) about Let's not forget our
ice skating trip & overnight (which this year kicked by far!!) And last but not least, the GRAND TRIP!! Sliding down those gigan-
tic slides, shpritzing your counselor with those massive water guns, surfing against the current…oh what a blast.

Did we skip Shabbos? Oh boy… starting with a smashing Kabolas Shabbos, singing shalom aleichem (together), our scrump-
tious shabbos meal (prepared by our dear cook Eli) stories told by the H.C's, farbrengens, mishnayos baal peh, shmaryonky,
late nights etc.

Now it's a bit clearer why we got such a cheer…
Putting all this aside for a moment, let's not forget what the Rebbe said about camp, that from the outside it's a camp, but

from the inside it's a yeshiva. Meaning that even when we play, and go on trips, its all to give us chayus in our avoda through
out the entire year, and to add more yiras shomaim in everything that we do, and most importantly, to help us become better
Chassidim. 

So when leaving camp, lets not leave just with the good feeling of being one of the top baseball teams of Gan Izzy, beating
bunks aleph, gimmel, daled (and losing hey by a point…7-6) rather with a feeling of love to one a another, love to the Rebbe
and his mivtzoim, and with a new and fresh chayus according to the Rebbes rotzoin.

And hopefully sooner than you think, we'll merit the coming of Moshiach tzidkeinu, bimhero byomeinu, mamosh.

Sincerely,

Your dear counselors
Mendy Schapiro & Moishy Shemtov

P.S. Don't forget that the yetzer hora calls himself  tzudreiter. So when he comes to you, let him know that we, kuf beis, are
the real tzudreiters (in a holy way), and he should better find something else to do or… like the saying goes "if you can't beat
us, then join us!" (and b.t.w, no one beats bunk beis!)

cWe



Various forms of stomach aches develop from the variety of selections of

Pum pum pa, Pum pum pa, we're bunk daled, daled is for
bayis bayis is a car…

As I sit here by the computer the end of camp is approaching,
and I think to myself what am I "taking home" from camp, what did
I learn this summer, what did Gan Yisroel teach me.

As I think and think many thoughts go through my mind. Starting with our
excellent bunk, (by the way Kuf Daled really rocks) every single camper a
"best camper", the magnificent Pool and Ice skating at the famed Ostego
County Complex, (Attn reader: this is private for Kuf Daled, our  "bunk trip" to
the park, go-karting and slurpees, and later- to-come the never-written apolo-
gy letter : ), the miniature golf (uuuuh, not fair I wanted to go canoeing and
overnight (which concluded a few hours past midnight,….we won't get into
it,…lets put it this way, it was definitely an unforgettable experience). Color
war, the cheers, the races, the chayus, the plays (by the way, and I mean it, just
by the way, I never saw my counselor cry so much (how embarrassing)) the
GRAND sing, with that GRAND milk bottle, and the GRAND cutlery, and
more and more and more, and the list goes on and on and on,….

But all this doesn't satisfy me, you know what I mean.… I feel that I came
to Gan Israel for more that just trips and games, and I won't let myself be sat-
isfied with the fact that I played and had some trips, so I continue to think and
think…And then a thought comes into my head of A story I recently heard. It
was in the early years of Gan Israel and the camp director, Rabbi A. Shemtov,
saw a camper learning Mishnayos Baal Peh while his bunk was enjoying an
activity, so in his next letter to the Rebbe he wrote that MBP is stressed so
much in camp, that even during a game there was a camper that was learning
Mishnayos, and Rabbi Shemtov wrote to the Rebbe that he doesn't approve of
it. And do you know what the Rebbe’s answer was? The Rebbe answered
"Venachon Hadavar" (this is the correct attitude, that while playing the games
they are supposed to be playing, and not learning).

So, by now I feel that I might be getting closer to what I am looking for,
but… wait a second, what does this story mean? What was wrong with that
boy learning Mishnayos Baal Peh? What is the lesson here?

All of a sudden I realize BINGO!, this is it, this is what CGI is all
about....Wait a minute, let me get it clear….ok,  I think I got it. Here it goes:
the point of  CGI is that for four weeks we have the opportunity to live a per-
fect Chassidishe life, which obviously doesn't mean, not to play or go on trips,
because as campers we need to do that to grow, all that is vital in the life of a
child who needs to grow healthy and strong.

Rather the point here is TO DO all that, the sports and the games, but it

In Hayom Yom the Rebbe writes,
that before leaving the place that
you were, you should arrange
Chasiddishe Farbrengen , and
receive farewell blessings from all your close
friends.

To all my dear friends in Bunk Kuf Gimmel,
after spending four weeks together, I now sit
down and try to farbreng with the ink of the
pen onto this paper, collecting all the thoughts
that flashback at me, all the good things we
did together. We learned so much together, we
laughed together, and we cried together. But
now its all over, we are going home. Now it is
time to think for a moment, to look back and
realize, the real purpose and goal of coming to
Gan Israel. It wasn't just for the fun and
games, but more than that it was to become
better yidden and more connected to the
Rebbe than ever before. But sometimes in all
the fun that we have this most important
aspect of camp gets covered over, or just does-
n't get stressed enough. So when it comes to
the end of camp it is a good time to think how
my Hiskashrus to the Rebbe got stronger, and
how I not only heard all the stories, and dav-
ened, but it actually changed me in every way
possible.

At the end of that same Hayom Yom above-
mentioned the Rebbe ends off, “Chasidim
zegenen zich nit, vile m’fart zich kien mal nit
fanander vu m’iz iz men ain mishpocha".
Although we may be leaving each other - we
will remain together in the Gan Israel spirit.

Your Counselors
Schneur Hecht and Bentzion Shemtov

dWe sWe



slurpees. | Digital cameras are inexpensive because you don't' need to develop

should be done the way it is appropriate for a Chossid to do so, i.e.
the trips only to places where a Jewish boy belongs, the games
always with a Yarmulka on our heads, and playing with Ahavas
Israel, etc. etc.

(And by the way that is one of the lessons that I learned from the
videos of the Rebbe that we watched at night in the bunk, we see
from the Rebbe how everything even the smallest thing is done with
full attention, a lot of chayus and obviously the proper way) 

And that is why when it is time to play it's not the time to learn,
because to play like a Chasidishe boy is exactly what CGI is all
about!

I got it! 
WOW! That was a pretty deep journey into my thoughts, but now

I realize how amazing it is. In CGI we live for a full month the way
that we are supposed to live the whole year, Davening with chayus,
Benching with Kavannah, playing with Ahavas Israel.

So that is it! This is why I came to Gan Yisroel this year, in order
that when I'll be in Montevideo, Bangkok, Oak Park, Toledo, Crown
Heights, Minnesota, Halifax, Woodmere, Houston, Port
Washington, Buffalo Grove, at home, or in Yeshiva, everything I'll
do will be done in the proper way and full of chayus, from the
games to the meals. Because I came to the realization the camp
isn't merely one out of the twelve months of the year, but this one
month is like the head that controls the whole body.

Or a different twist could be, that camp is just like a rehearsal
before  a play, in Gan Israel we see how easy and enjoyable it is to
learn, daven and play like a Chossid should, and it is up to us to
actually do it during the rest of the year.

So, good luck on the job, and always remember that every time
you do a Mitzvah or Daven with more Chayus you are making the
Rebbe smile, and bringing Moshiach closer.

L'chaim, and 'till next year we'll meet in CGI Lubavitch City
Sheb'Yerushalaim!

…And if you think we're crazy indeed YOU are, pump um pa,
pump um pa!

Bentzy Shemtov

Dear campers of bunk Kuf-Hey!

As I write this letter to you, it takes me
back to a month before camp started. I was in
Israel learning, all my free time I was preparing to be a
amazing counselor. To give you the summer of your lives.
After the first night in camp, when I saw you guys, and
spoke to you for the very first time, I realized that camp
has nothing to do with me being a great counselor, it has
to do with you being great campers.

I would like to thank each and everyone of you person-
ally, for giving me the summer of my life. Camp is all
about having a fun and exciting time in a chasidishe way.
From the ice-skating to the canoe trip, to the grand trip.
Hak In Tchainik night to batting practice. From the
Farbrengens every Friday night, to the chasidishe stories
at night. 

As you read this letter think back to all the exciting and
precious moments we spent together, and all the special
times we spent together as one bunk in the Post Office.
As you sit around the Shabbos table Friday night about to
eat your soup, imagine sitting in the A-Frame and
Farbrenging together about our priceless connection to
the Rebbe that we all have.

As I look foward to my last year in Yeshivah I have a big
smile on my face, because I just made ten great new
friends who will give me alot of chayus for the comming
year.

Thank you dear Bunk Kuf-Hey, for sharing with me
such a memorable summer. Keep on rocking, and
remember that the Rebbe is always inspiring us with his
shining smile on Bunk Kuf-Hey 5765!

Sincerely,

Your counselor, 
Heshy Dubrowski
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the film | When you want to be first on the line for tetherball, say last. |

On this last one I think of the
first one

On this sad one I think of the
happy ones

On this paper I write more than one
-Author unknown

Chevereh, you guys are the most amazing
bunk I ever had in all my 16 and a half years
in camp! The first day I didn't even know
your names and now…well…I can almost
count you on my toes. It's truly been beau-
t i ful…amazing…wonderful…Anyway
before I get carried away with all the fun that
we had ice skating, swimming, canoeing,
rainy shelters, go-karting, bungee jumping, color
war, grand trip … and as I'm getting carried
away I'd like to tell you guys a little secret of
what this summer was really all about. 

We should remember all the stories that
we heard, learnings we learned and fun we
funned thru the next year at home and in
school. You gotta keep up the chayus you
had in camp. Continue looking inside by
davening, having Ahavas Yisroel, learning
well, negel vasser by your bed, cheshbon
hanefesh at night, the list goes on.

May the Almig-ty grant you much wisdom
and understanding, compassion and benev-
olence, the courage and devotion to with-
stand and uphold all trials, tribulations and
turbulence that may face you, and may you
have much nachas from your grandchildren. 

Go Blue Go.

Your counselor,
Moshe Teldon

To Meine Tayere campers of bunk Kuf Zayin

Hi everyone! What's up? You guys won't believe what happened to me,
yesterday I was walking home in my brand new boots and snow suit, it was
freezing outside, the snow was falling and blowing all over. I could hardly see
a thing. As I was trudging through the snow it started getting deeper and deeper and I
started sinking lower and lower in to the deeper and deeper snow. The snow was almost
up to my neck when all of the sudden, I felt something underneath the snow. I moved my
whole body back and forth, back and forth, until finally I was able to see all the way
down. There, under my feet, I saw shingles! Yes, that's right, shingles, like those things
they put on rooftops. I bent down, and started digging more, slowly but surly, I dug my
way through and I realized that the roof I was standing on, was very pointy, with steep
slopes on each side. No, I thought to myself, it can't be. It just can't be. But as I dug a
drop deeper, I saw that my suspicion was 100% right. There I was in middle of the freez-
ing cold winter day, standing on the tippy-top of our dear A-Frame in camp.

All of the sudden, my heart began to melt - as well as the snow all around - as warm
memories of those few precious weeks in camp came flooding in my head. All those fun
and exciting things that we did; winning shabbos competition (almost) "every" week,
those awesome trips - to the other side that just kicks, the best and most "heimishe" place
to live. And then of course, the real awesome trips; when we went swimming and took a
dive right into the ice-skating rink just in time to meet with the grand zamboni machines,
slipping and sliding all the way to the Manistee River in our canoes, landing in the "clean"
mud for a nice snooze until we were rudely awoken by crashes of thunder and pouring
rain, as we made our way back to camp in buses that didn't move. Finally new buses
came and took us on a really GRAND TRIP (all organized by our devoted E.C.A.D.O.
Mendy Weg, thanx mendy) make sure not to forget the time we snuck out of camp to pick
up Rabbi G. from the airport. 

But most importanty, I started to remember all those davenings in camp's shul, so much
chayus, looking inside, saying every word. Those Friday nights sitting in the A-Frame, in
the warm Shabbos atmosphere singing and Farbrenging together. The stories about the
Rebbe which we heard every night (for those who were  still awake) how he cares for
each one of us.

So dear campers, as I sit huddled up in the A-Frame warming myself up, with all these
memories, I just want to let you know, that even when the A-Frame, the tether ball and
all the bunks are covered up in snow and the trees are coated in ice, nevertheless the les-
sons we learned, the hachlotos we made and the stories we heard always stay nice and
warm, when we remember them, keep them and do them the whole year round.

L'chaim! We should all live up to our name as Chassidim, and be reunited with our
Rebbe once again.

From your tired counselor of bunk Kuf Zayin,
Mendel Kesselman
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Canteen is open 24/7. | If you are lazy you are crazy. | Granola bars taste good

Dear Bunk Ches,

As I look back at the past
month, thoughts of the first day
enter my mind. It was my first time as a staff
member in an over-night camp, so I was won-
dering how the experience would be. Quite
honestly I didn't know what to expect, but at
the same time I was confident that it would be
an awesome summer. However now as I sit
down to write this letter I can truthfully say
that thanks to the comfort Gan Yisroel provid-
ed me, and especially the great time that I had
with you guys, this summer has been the best
summer I ever had. I must say that although
we are all from different places around
America with different backgrounds and per-
sonalities, together in the same bunk we
formed one unit and I'm sure that gave the
Rebbe a lot of Nachas. I've never seen such
sportsmanship as we realized very quickly that
winning isn't everything, rather having a good
time is what really counts. What tops it all off
was your davenning and bentching with
chayus that was out of this world. I'll end off
by saying that now as we start a new year, we
should take all that we gained here, whether it
was by Farbrengens Friday night, over color-
war or any of the other chasidishe experiences
we had, and bring it into our day to day life no
matter where life takes us. I hope to see you all
next year in Gan Yisroel in Yerusholayim
together with Moshiach. 

Counselor Shmuly Rosenzweig

P.S. please write, email, fax, instant-messen-
ger, and if you want to use one of those olden
-day communication devices, gim'me a call.

To the dear campers of Bunk Tes:

Some of you will be reading this on the plane, some of you will
read it a week after you get home, and others will be cleaning up
their rooms for Pesach and find this long forsaken journal, and open it to see
what their counselor had to say to them at the end of the summer. The com-
mon denominator between all of these cases is that as soon as you pick this
journal up you will instantly be transported to a world of fun filled memories
of the great summer we spent together in Lubavitch City, MI. These fun filled
memories will be followed by a sense of longing and desire towards the next
summer. The question is, what is it about the summer that leaves us longing
the entire year, anxiously waiting for the next summer to start already? Is it the
sports we play, the fantastic trips we go on, popcorn parties after lights out? Or
perhaps is it something much deeper than all this. Realistically, most of the
things we do in camp we could do at home as well, but for some reason when
we do them in camp it is much more enjoyable. What is the secret that makes
every moment we spend in camp so dear and so precious? The answer in short
would be that Gan Yisroel is the Rebbe's camp. Now, we have all heard these
words many times before, but did anyone stop to think about what they real-
ly mean? It means that while we are in Gan Yisroel, every moment is spent liv-
ing as a Chossid. Obviously when we learn and we Daven we are acting as a
Chossid should. The special thing about Gan Yisroel is, that even when we are
playing sports and going on trips also then we act like a Chossid of the Rebbe.
By now most of you will be experiencing such a strong yearning to Gan
Yisroel, that you will start to wonder how to manage until next summer. But
the truth of the matter is that camp does not have to end just because we have
gone home. Camp is supposed to be guideline and give us the energy to con-
tinue throughout the year. We must take everything we have learned and
gained during the summer, and implement it in our day to day lives through-
out the year. Finally as we come to a true appreciation of how enjoyable our
summer was and how much we have gained during the summer, I think it is
only right to say thank you. To thank the Rebbe for giving us the great z'chus
of being in his camp for the summer. For giving us the opportunity to live one
month as a true Chossid and the strength to continue doing so the rest of the
year. For one short month where we gain so so much. Looking forward to see-
ing you in Gan Yisroel next year.

Your dear counselor, Meir Szokovski. 
Meir226@yahoo.com
P.S. Please keep in touch!

jWe yWe



on color war. | Shmaryonki's diet causes him to change size, shape, form, and

To the campers of Bunk Kuf Yud

Much has happened since each of you stepped foot into our
beautiful (beauty is in the eyes of the beholder), roomy (that's
also in the eyes of the beholder) and sandy trailer, also known affectionate-
ly as our bunk house. Each one of you has shaped our bunk in your own
special way into the award-winning, table-smashing (remember that Friday
night) bunk that it has become. For some of you it was the first summer here
(Dovid Moshe, Shmully, Yisroel, Shloimy, and David, we couldn't have done
it without you.) In years to come, I hope you will take time to read through
some these various thoughts and think back fondly to your summer in CGI
Detroit 5765 and particularly to the bunk Kuf-Yud experience. 

Here we go;
We celebrated two Bar-Mitzvahs this summer. (Mazel-Tov to Aharon and

Mendy!) We battled a raging (actually the water was quite peaceful) river
together in tipping canoes. (Yussie and Shmully remember getting stuck on
the log?) We courageously braved the raging storm as we sang songs and
heard stories at 3am. (You'll be telling your grand-kids about that over-
night!) Then there was the nightly lights-out observance (when not a sound
was heard from our trailer ☺. On a sincere note, I hope you'll remember the
stories you heard after lights-out as well as their lessons of Hiskashrus,
Emunah, and Ahavas-Yisroel. There were all the activities we did (or didn't
show up to) with the brilliant Mendel Robbins standing, crutches in hand,
giving his trusted coaching from the side. (What a joy it was when you final-
ly were able to take off that cast). Oh and then the grand-trip with Chaim’le
and Alex marching through Traverse-Mall in pink ties and a plastic bird fly-
ing over-head. I'm sure you won't forget color-war and the plays we had this
summer which had an un-canny way of making your hats and jackets dis-
appear (or get crushed into a pancake). What a fun and special time this
summer has been.

In years to come, I wish you all the best and for all of you to grow to be
Chasidim, Yirei-Shamayim, and Lamdanim.

Until we meet again, 
Your counselor
Eitan Goldberg

Dear campers of Bunk Kuf Yud Alef,

I would like to start with a story.
When the father of a very good
friend of mine was 13 years old he had a ques-
tion he wanted to ask the Rebbe. Being that he
was young he asked his father to write a note to
the Rebbe with his question. When his father
aprouched Rabbi Chadokov (the Rebbe's secre-
tary) with the note for the Rebbe he told him "Er
Iz Shoin Noch Bar Mitzvah, Er Ken Alein
Fregen". ("He is already after Bar Mitzvah, he
can ask himself").

All of you are Bar Mitzvah or almost Bar
Mitzvah. This past summer was the last time you
were in camp as campers. By now all of you
know what camp is all about. What it means to
be in Gan Yisroel - the Rebbe's camp. When the
Rebbe visited camp he said that years ago the
place that would make Chassidim was the town
of Lubavitch. Now it transferred to Swan Lake
(then the location of Gan Yisroel). When you are
in camp you learn and live like a chassid. A
chassid is someone who gives the Rebbe nachas.
Someone who lives with the Rebbe every day.
This is the goal of Gan Yisroel.

Now you are all leaving and it is time to "pack
your bags" and take everything you have learned
in camp and apply it to your day to day lives.
You are now given the mission and the Koichos
to out into the world and make it ready for
Moshiach. As the Rebbe always told us that
through being a living example of what a chas-
sid is and through teaching others we will be
zoiche to the coming of Moshiach when we will
be reunited with our Rebbe Now!

Your dear counselor,
Levi Greenberg

hWe tWhe
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 אֹויֶכעט ָדא ִדי ֶעְרֵציילּונג ִווי ַאזֹוי  ָוואס ֶדעְרַפאר ִאיז ָדא
 –  פּון ַא גֹוי ָהאט ָאְּפֶגעֶלעְרְנט ִזי, טֹוב ַאֵליין-ֵׁשם-ֶדער ַּבַעל
,  ִאין ִדיֶנען ֶדעם אֹויֶּבערְׁשְטן  ִווי ַאזֹוי צּו ִפיְרן ִזי– ְלַהְבִדיל

טֹוב ִאיז ׁשֹוין ֶדעָמאְלט ֶגעֶווען -ֵׁשם-אְטׁש ַאִפילּו ֶדער ַּבַעלָכ
ַאְנְטְּפֶלעְקט ַאְלס ֶדער ְגֶרעְסֶטער ֵהייִליֶגער ֶמעְנְטׁש ִאין ַזיין 

  .דֹור
-ֵׁשם-אּון ָדאס ָהאט ַּפאִסיְרט ִּבְׁשַעת ֵאייְנָמאל ִאיז ֶדער ַּבַעל

,  ִאין ֵּבית ַהֶמְדָרׁש ַּבא ִזיטֹוב ֶגעֶזעְסן ִמיט ַזייֶנע ַּתְלִמיִדים 
ִאיז דּוְרכֶגעָפאְרן , אּון ֵזיי ָהאְּבן ֶגעֶלעְרְנט ָאֶדער ֶגעַדאְווְנט

ַא גֹוי ִמיט ַא ָוואְגן ִאין ֶדער ֶגעְסל ָוואס ִאיז 
ֶדעם ָאְרט וואּו ֶדער , ַפאְרַּבייֶגעַגאְנֶגען ֶדעם ֵּבית ַהְּכֶנֶסת

  .ִמיט ִדי ַּתְלִמיִדיםטֹוב ִאיז ֶגעֶווען -ֵׁשם-ַּבַעל
ָהאט , ִאיז ֶגעֶווען ְׁשֶווער ֶדער ָפאְרן'ַאזֹוי ִווי ְס, ֶדעְרַווייל

, ִאין ׁשּול, ֶדער גֹוי ַאַרייְנֶגערּוְקט ִדי ָקאּפ ִאין ֵּבית ַהְּכֶנֶסת
אּון ָהאט , טֹוב-ֵׁשם-ִאיז ֶגעֶווען ֶדער ַּבַעל'ִאין ִציֶמער וואּו ְס

 ֶעם ֶהעְלְפן ַארֹויְסְׁשֶלעְּפן ֶדעם ָוואְגן פּון ָזאל'ֶגעֶּבעְטן ַאז ְמ
  .ֶדער ְגרֹויֶסער ְּבָלאֶטע

ַאזֹוי ִווי ָדאס ִאיז ֶגעֶווען ַא ְׁשֶוועֶרער ָוואְגן אּון ַא ְגרֹויֶסע 
ָהאט ֵקיין ּכֹוח ִניט 'ְּבָלאֶטע ָהאט ֶמען ֶעם ֶגעֶעְנטֶפעְרט ַאז ְמ

  . ַאַזא ִמין ִטיֶפער ְּבָלאֶטעאֹויף צּו ְׁשֶלעְּפן ֶדעם ָוואְגן פּון
 ֶער ָהאט –ָהאט ֶדער גֹוי אֹויף ֶדערֹויף ֶגעֶעְנטֶפעְרט 

 –אֹויף רּוִסיׁש אֹויף אּוְקַרייִניׁש , ֶגעֶרעְדט אֹויף ַזיין ָלׁשֹון
  !" ָמאְזֶשעס ַדא ְנַיא ָחאְטֶׁשעׁש: "ָהאט ֶער ֶגעֶעְנטֶפעְרט

And this had happened, when the Baal-Shem-Tov 
was once sitting with his students in his “Beis 
Medrash”, and they were learning or Davening, and 
a Goy Traveled by, with a wagon, on the street which 
went by (?) in front of the Shul, the place were the 
Baal-Shem-Tov was sitting with his students. 
In the meantime (while the Baal-Shem-Tov was 
sitting with his students in the “Beis Medrash”), 
since traveling was very difficult (the streets were very 
muddy) the goy put (?) his head [through the 
window] in the Shul, in the room where the Baal-
Shem-Tov was, and asked that they help him pull the 
wagon out of the deep mud. 
Since the wagon was heavy and the mud was big 
(deep), they answered that they don’t have the 
strength to pull the wagon out of such a big (deep) 
mud. 
So the goy answered, he was speaking in his language 
– in Russian or in Ukrainian, “Mozhezh da nya 
chotshesh” which means, in Yiddish (English), “You 
can- you just don’t want to, and when you don’t 
want, it seems as if you can’t”

ַאז ֶקעֶנען ֶקעְנְסטּו ָנאר , ִאין ִאיִדיׁש ֵהייְסט ָדאס, ָדאס ֵהייְסט
  ְךַווייְזט ִזי, אּון ַאז ֶמען ִוויל ִניט, ן דּו ִוויְלְסט  ִניטדֶעווָא

 .ֶקען ִניט'אֹויס ַאז ְמ
)גן ישראל" קעמפ" ביקור ב–כ "תש'ו תמוז ה"משיחת ט(
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ׁש ָוואס ֶער ָהאט "ן ַמַהַר'ּוְּכָידּוַע ֶדער ִסיּפּור ַהָידּוַע פּון ֶרִּבי

ַא ְלַהְבִדיל  ֶדער ִחילּוק ְצִוויְׁשן ַא ִאיד ִמיט, ַאַרייְנֶגערּוְפן
  .ִאיְדן-ֵקיין-ִמיט ִניט

, ֶלעְּבט ֶער ֶגעְפֶרעְגט צּוִליּב ָוואס ַאז ַּביי ֶדעם גֹוי ָהאט ֶער
ָהאט ֶער ֶגעָזאְגט ְּכֵדי ֶער ָזאל ֶקעֶנען ֶנעֶמען ַא גּוְטן ְטרּוְנק 

אּון ְּכֵדי צּו ָהאְּבן ֶדעם גּוְטן ְטרּוְנק ְּבָראְנְפן ַדאְרף , ְּבָראְנְפן
  .ָהאֶרעֶוועט ֶער צּוִליּב ֶדעם ְטרּוְנק ְּבָראְנְפן, ֶער ָהאֶרעֶווען

ָהאט ֶער ֶעם , ֶגערּוְפן ַא ִאיְדןֶדעְרָנאְך ָהאט ֶער ַאַרייְנ
ֶגעֶעְנְטֶפעְרט ַאז ֶער ֶלעְּבט ְּכֵדי ֶער ָזאל ָקאֶנען ָטאן ַא ִעְנָין 

' ְמַקֵיים ַזיין ָרצֹון ַהּבֹוֵרא וכו, ַא ִעְנָין ֶׁשל ּתֹוָרה, ֶׁשל ִמְצָוה
אּון ָהאט ֶדעְרַּביי ָנאְך ֶגעֶגעְּבן ַא ְקֶרעְכץ ַאז ֶווער , ְוכּוְלהּו

  .וייס ִצי ֶער ִאיז ָגאר יֹוֵצא ָדאסֵו
ִווי ֶעס ִאיז שֹוין ָאְּפֶגעְדרּוְקט , ּוְּכָידּוַע ַהִסיּפּור ַּבַארּוָכה

  .ֶגעָוואְרן
 )#9מעשה רב , א"ב תמוז תשל"משיחת י(

 
 
  

And as it is known, the known (famous) story of [the] 
Rebbe Maharash, ... , the difference between a Yid 
and – L’havdil – a not-Yid. 
That by the Goy he asked for what [purpose] does he 
live, so he said (answered) that he lives so that he can 
take (have) a good drink of Vodka, and [since] in 
order to take (have) a good drink of Vodka, he has to 
work hard, so he works hard for the drink of Vodka. 
Then he (the Rebbe Maharash) called in a Yid, (and 
asked the same question, so he (the Yid) answered 
that he lives in order to do a Mitzva-thing, a Torah-
thing (?), to fulfill the will of the creator, etc., and 
along with that (?) gave a sigh, (saying) that who 
knows if he is fulfilling this. 
And as the story is known at length (in detail), and as 
is already printed. 
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 ַא ַגאְנֶצע –יא אְגט ִדי ְגָמָרא ָוואס ִאיז ֶגעֶווען ַמַעֵשֹי ִחָיָז

 ָוואס ֶער ָהאט צּוֶגעְגֵרייט ִּביז ַוואֶנעְנט ֶער ָהאט –ַאִריכּות 
ֶדעְרָנאְך ָהאט , ֶגעַהאט אֹויְפֶגְׁשִריְּבן ַחִמָׁשה חּוְמֵׁשי ּתֹוָרה

ַא , ַאזֹוי ָהאט ִחָייא ֶגעָטאן ְּבּפֹוֵעל,  ַאזֹוי ָזאְגט ִדי ְגָמָרא–ֶער 
ֶיעֶדעְרן ,  ֶער ֶגעֶגעְּבן ִפיְנף ִקיְנֶדער ָהאט–ַמַעֶשֹה ְּבּפֹוֵעל 

ֶזה ָהאט ֶער ֶגעָטאן ְּבַהנֹוֵגַע -ֶדֶרך-ְוַעל, ַּבאזּוְנֶדער ַא חּוָמׁש
  .צּו ֶזעְקס ַּבאזּוְנֶדעֶרע ְינּוִקים, צּו ִׁשָׁשה ִסְדֵרי ִמְׁשָנה

ַאז ָזאְלְסט ֶנעֶמען , ֶדעְרָנאְך ָהאט ֶער ֶגעָזאְגט ֶיעֶדער ִקיְנד
ָזאְלְסט , חּוָמׁש ָוואס דּו ָהאְסט ַּבאקּוֶמען ֵסֶפר ְּבֵראִׁשיתֶדעם 

ָדאס ֵגייֶען אּון ֶלעְרֶנען ִמיט ִדי ַאְנֶדעֶרע ִפיר ִקיְנֶדער ָוואס 
אּון ָאט ָדאס ִאיז , ֵזיי ָהאט ֶמען ֶגעֶגעְּבן ַאְנֶדעֶרע ִפיר ְסָפִרים

ֶּבן , ֶנען ִמְקָראַא ְדַבר ִמְׁשָנה ַאז ֶווען הֹויְּבט ֶמען ָאן ֶלעְר
  !ָחֵמׁש ְלִמְקָרא

ַאז ִּבְׁשַעת ַא ִקיְנד , ְּבֵמיָלא ָוואס ָהאט ֶמען פּון ֶדעם ַמַעֶשֹה
ֶוועְרט ַאְלט ִפיְנף ָיאר ִאיז ָאט ֶדעָמאְלט ַדאְרף ֶמען פּון ֶעם 

ָנאר , אּון ִניט ַא ְמַחֵנך פּון ָנאך ֵאייֶנער, ַמאְכן ַא ְמַחֵנך
ִאיז ָדא 'יס ַאז ֶער ֵווייס ֵסֶפר ְּבֵראִׁשית אּון ְסִּבְׁשַעת ֶער ֵווי

, אּון ַּבִמְדָּבר, אּון ַוִיְקָרא, ִפיר ִקיְנֶדער ָוואס ֵזיי ֵווייְסן ְׁשמֹות
ִאיז ָדאְך ִלְכאֹוָרה , ֵזיי ֵווייְסן ָאֶּבער ִניט ְּבֵראִׁשית, אּון ְדָבִרים

, ַאְנֶדעֶרע ִפיר ְסָפִריםַדאְרף ֶער ִדי ֶעְרְׁשֶטע ַזאך ֶלעְרֶנען ֶיעֶנע 
ַּבאקּוְמְסט פּון ִחָייא ַאז ָנאְך ֶדערֹויף ִווי דּו ' ָזאְגט ֶעם ָאן ר

ֵגיי אּון , ְוַקְרָייא? ֶדעם ֵסֶפר ְּבֵראִׁשית ֵלְך , ן'ִחָייא' פּון ר, ֶעם
ֶלעְרן ָדאס ִמיט ָנאך ִפיר ִקיְנֶדער ָווארּום ֵזיי ֵווייְסן ִניט פּון 

  .ֵסֶפר ְּבֵראִׁשית ָוואס דּו ָהאְסט ָדאס
 )#11מעשה רב , ו" תמוז תשלג"משיחת י(

 
 
 
 
 

 “How Great are the works of [Reb] Chiya.” 
The Gemara relates what were the works of [Reb] Chiya, 
(and the Gemara tells) it at great length, How he prepared 
(arranged), (He Planted flax, wove nets, and captured deer, 
shechted them, gave the meet to poor people, and prepared 
the skin as parchment) until he  had written up all five 
books of the Torah (Chumashim). 
And then, so the Gemara continues to relate, this is what 
[Reb] Chiya actually did, ???, He gave it to five children, each 
individual [child] (received) a Chumash. Likewise he did 
with the six books of Mishnayos, (Which he gave) to six 
individual Children. 
Then, he told every child, Take this Chumash which you 
have received, Sefer Breishis, Take it, go and learn (teach) it, 
with (the) other four children, which were given the other 
four Seforim. and it is a clear Mishna, that when (at what 
age) do you start learning Chumash, “Ben Chamesh 
L’Mikra” (At five years old you begin learning Chumash). 
So, what do we have (is the lesson) from this story? 
That when a child becomes five years old, 
then he should be made into an “Educator”, and not just an 
“Educator” of one other (person), But when he knows, that 
(although) he knows Sefer Breishis, there are four other 
children, which they know Sefer Shmos, and Vayikra, and 
Bamidbar, and Devarim, but do not know Sefer Breishis, so 
at first thought, he should first go and learn the other four 
Seforim,  
So [therefore] Reb Chiya instructs him, that after he receives 
[and learns] from him, from Reb Chiya, the Sefer Breishis 
“Leich ? V’karya”, go and learn this with [the] four other 
children, which they do not know Sefer Breishis; which you 
have it (Know it). 
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ַאז , ֶדער ֶרִּבי ֶדער ְׁשֶווער ָהאט ַאָמאל ֶדעְרֵצייְלט ּפּוִרים
יז ֶער ַאָמאל ִאיז ֶגעֶווען ַא ִאיד ָוואס ְּבַדְרַגת ַהַהְׂשָּכָלה ִא

ִּביז ַוואֶנעְנט ַאז ִדי ְׁשֶוועֶרע ֶעְרֶטער , ֶגעֶווען ַא ִאיׁש ָּפׁשּוט
ִאין ַדאְווֶנען ִאיז ֶגעֶווען ַא ָסֵפק ִצי ֶער ַפאְרְׁשֵטייט ֶדעם 

פּוְנֶדעְסְטֶוועְגן ָהאט ֶער ַמַאִריְך ֶגעֶווען ִאין , ִּפירּוׁש ַהִמילֹות
ְּברֹאׁש ַהָׁשָנה ְויֹום ,  ְויֹום טֹובאּון ִניט ָנאר ְּבַׁשָּבת, ְּתִפָלה

אּון ִווי , ָנאר ַאִפילּו ִאין ָוואֶכעִדיֶגע ֶטעג אֹויֶכעט, ַהִּכּפּוִרים
ָהאט ַארֹויְסֶגעִוויְזן פּון ִדי ִׂשיָחה ִניט ָנאר ִאין ְּתִפַלת 'ְס

ַׁשַחִרית ָנאר אֹויְך ַאִפילּו ִאין ְּתִפַלת ִמְנָחה אּון ִאין ְּתִפַלת 
ס 'אּון ֶער ִאיז ָנאְך ֶגעֶווען פּון ֶדעם ַאְלְטן ֶרִּביְנ. ִביתַעְר

  .ַחִסיִדים
ָהאט ֶמען ִזיְך ֶגעוואּוְנֶדעְרט ִווי קּומט ֶער צּו ַאִריכּות 

ָהאט 'ְמ, ִניט ֵקיין ֶגעַמאְכֶטע ַזאְך ִאיז ֶגעֶווען'אּון ְס, ַהְּתִפָלה
ַעד "ל "ֶדער ָלׁשֹון רזאּון ַדאְווְנט ִווי , ֶגעֶזען ַאז ֶער ַדאְווְנט

  ".ִמיצּוי ַהֶנֶפׁש
, ַאז ִאיְך ֵווייס ִניט, ָהאט ֶער אֹויף ֶדערֹויף ֶגעֶעעְנְטֶפעְרט

ָדאס ֵהייְסט , ן'ָאֶּבער ִאיְך ָהאּב ֶגעֶהעְרט ַא ָוואְרט פּון ֶרִּבי
ָזכֹור ': "ַאז ֶער ָהאט ֶגעָזאְגט, ן'ֶגעֵמייְנט ֶדעם ַאְלְטן ֶרִּבי

דּו ָזאְלְסט ֶגעֶדעְנֶקען אּון דּו ָזאְלְסט ' ִדּבּור ֶאָחדְוָׁשמֹור ְּב
ֶדעם ֶאָחד ָוואס ִאיז , ִאין ֶיעֶדער ִדיּבּור ִאין ֶיעֶדער ַזאְך, ִהיְטן

אּון ִמיט ָאט ֶדעם ָוואְרט ָהאט ֶער ֶגעַדאְווְנט , "ָדא ִאין ֶדעם
ט  ַאזֹוי ָהאט ֶדער ֶרִּבי ֶגעָזאְג–זּוְנִטיג , ֶפעְרִציג ָיאר

 זּוְנִטיג אּון ָמאְנִטיג אּון ִדיְנְסִטיג –ֶדעָמאְלט ִאין ֶדער ִׂשיָחה 
  .אּון ַׁשָּבת ֶרעְדט ֶמען ָדאְך ִניט' וכו

ַאז ַא ָוואְרט ַּביי ַחִסיִדים ֶוועְרט , ָוואס ֶגעָזאְגט אֹויף ֶדעם
  ! ִניט ַפאְרַפאְלן

  )#3מעשה רב , י"משיחת פורים תשח(

 
 

The Rebbe, the Father-in-law (the Frierdiker Rebbe) 
once related on Purim, that once there was a Yid 
which in the level of intellect (understanding) he was 
a simple man. So much that the more difficult places 
in “Davening” it is questionable if he understood the 
translation of the words. Nevertheless he would 
daven long, and not just on Shabbos, Yom-Tov, 
Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur, but also in the 
weekdays, and it seems (understood) from the Sicha 
that it was not just Shacharis, but also Mincha and 
Maariv. And he was from the Alter Rebbe’s 
Chassidim. 
So they would wonder, what brings him to daven 
long (since he was such a simple man, and Davening 
long is a higher level), and he wasn’t making it  up 
(faking) but they saw that he was (really) Davening, 
and Davening like it says “Till the essence (?) of his  
So he answered, that I myself don’t know, But I 
heard a “Vort” from the Rebbe, he meant to say the 
Alter Rebbe, that he said: 'ָזכֹור ְוָׁשמֹור ְּבִדּבּור ֶאָחד'  You 
should remember and you should keep, in every 
word, in every thing the “Echod” (the G-dliness) 
which is in it.  
So it was said on this, that a “Vort” by “Chassidim” 
doesn’t get lost (When the Rebbe says something, 
once it gets to Chassidim it will be kept forever). 



Close your eyes and try to imagine the feeling of the tetherball swinging your
way forcefully, cheered on by ten's of thrilled campers as your opponent flails
fruitlessly to end your rally after your third monstrous follow-up? Or the sensa-
tion of destroying a full day of staff members' work with relentless stomping and
vigorous hand swinging during the Lebedike Niggun at the Grand Scene of
Color War?
Envision your Mother's facial expression upon notifying her you consumed
seven ketchup and mustard coated hotdogs (with buns!) on the overnight.
(Where was that enormous appetite when I served spinach?) How about when
you tell her H.C.S.P. taught you the meaning of "ambiguous" dur-
ing a marathon "quiet lesson"?
It's not often you experience rowing a canoe at top
speeds headlong into a felled tree on the Manistee
River. Gathering storm clouds wordlessly warning:
"My rain will dampen your overnight. And BBQ.
And campfire." And from where did the unfazed
staff muster the chutzpah to stand their ground,
pointing threatening fingers skyward and ordering:
"Oh no you won't! And besides, we have yellow
busses painted blue!" It just can't be found elsewhere.
Just ask your staff. Better yet, ask Webster.
These are moments that go a long way in thawing
out frost on the heart and vital organs accumulat-
ed over months of dreary school routine and
snowy east coast winters. They are moments
precious as gold dust, to be treasured over the
camp-less months ahead. One would be welled advised to scatter them with
care over the course of the period of hopeless monotony facing us. So feel free
to conjure up images of a warm campfire on the floor of your bedroom, and
when no one is looking, put your arms around your favorite imaginary friend
and sing a camp song. Better yet, let your siblings in on it. Or give your imag-
inary tetherball a whirl, being mindful of course to keeping living room dam-
age at a minimum. (For a fuller, more rewarding experience, I can suggest the
names of some campers who have turned tetherball improvisation into a legit-
imate art form.)
Never in my old-timer's memory has such an all-star cast of staff been assem-
bled for a single incredible month of hyper condensed action. Take celebrated
E.C.A.D.O. Mendy Weg. Now by all estimations this job is one of stature, and
outrageous expectations run rampant at times, but Mendy certainly outdid him-

self with his moments of dazzling inspiration. I mean, warm chocolate-chip
muffins baked by our very own Chef Eli, in camps kitchen, on the morning of
the Grand Trip? Not in 5754. Or '53. Not even in 5730, they tell me. And who
knew H.C.S.P. was such a master of the big stage, on the biggest stage of them
all? Or that when the lights dimmed, L.D.L.T. could turn his every appearance
into a comedic moment for the ages? The fact that countless talents such as
these remain undiscovered because of the senseless notion retained by even
more senseless people (all of whom probably never spent a minute in camp),
that camp is strictly a summer occurrence can at best be described as tragic. 

Of course the bulk of the noteworthy happenings in camp were provid-
ed by the breathtaking achievements of the campers. (Here's where I

would like to pay tribute to Bunk Kuf Beis who, after defeating Bunk
Kuf Alef in baseball, went on to soundly beat not one, but two bunks

older than them. (A C.G.I. first, as I understand.) Not to men-
tion holding their own against Bunk Kuf Hay.) So when

your homemade tetherball has tethered it's final teth-
er, pick up a phone and give the bunkmate who slept
on top of you a ring. Even if he dumped the load of

his sand-filled shoes on your bed.
To the more daring campers I suggest: On your next visit

to the doctor try with your best whiny-sad-sick voice to con-
vince him that you have a headache somewhere in between you

shoulder and your elbow. There's not a chance in the world he would listen
to that with more genuine patience than our Dr. D. One thing I'm sure I think,
is that after the last formally tearful camper has smilingly been returned to his
bunk, Dr. D., with the help of H.L.G.D.L. of course, should write a scholarly
report on the medicinal value of TLC therapy coupled with a concerned raised
eyebrow and a candy, to bring its benefits to the greater public.
I for one, thoroughly enjoyed keeping two hundred boisterous campers and
staff well fed and nutritionally charged-up. Just as I am enjoying writing this arti-
cle, chock-full of journalistic clich?s and loaded with enough extraneous adjec-
tives to sink an ocean liner. And you can bet my mother will have her hands
full keeping me from covertly affixing tetherballs to anything that remotely
resembles a pole. And as for my parting words for the entire kitchen establish-
ment in this secluded paradise: I still maintain I can't be blamed for the fact that
cocoa diamonds are overwhelmingly more popular than Apple Bobbers.
Whodathunkit?
As for the question - Is the conclusion of Color war the Grand Sing or the Grand
Scene? There's no way of knowing with any degree of certainty. 

features, on a weekly basis. | The flag and the life-jackets, seem to be related. |

Rambling's from the desk of Chief Mess Officer Shmulie Shmotkin



This is my first year in a real camp this is also my first year
that I went on a overnight, I wanted to be in bunk bais, but I
found out that bunk aleph is the best bunk they have very
good counselors and they take good care. Here in camp I like
it because it is very organized and they have very good plans
planed for the summer. They have very good things and they
have room for everybody and everything.

Shmuel Freedman
Bunk Kuf Alef

The other day we hade so much fun on the grand trip. I first
went to bowling I got 109 points. Then went shopping I
bought a dice lamp. Then we had a fair. Then we went to a
indoor water park.

Dovid Turner
Bunk Kuf Hey

The First Day
Hey, how are you doing? This is Mendy Jaffe reporting on
C.G.I. News. Okay, here I am on the first day of camp in a
field with about five sports going at one time. I look around

to see if there is anyone that I know but I don't recognize a
person. I go into the Post Office to look around and when I
come out the field is empty. I see a bunch of kids walking
down a path. I grab my back pack and run to catch up with
them. Whew! What a heavy load! Finally we were in the
Shul. The Head Counselor comes up screaming about some-
thing. I think some of it is in English. Wait a second, is that
steam coming out of his ears?! Okay, Bunk
Aleph…Beis…Gimmel…Daled…finally my name was
called. Who is my  counselor? Bentzy Shemtov from
Uruguay? Okay, trailer 65…I can live with that. Finally we're
here. What? Unpack? Wait! Where is my luggage? You lost
my luggage?! Oh, you found it. Okay…

The First Shabbos
Why is everyone singing? Oh, it's Lecha Dodi. I am having a
great time at the Farbrengen, but I think I am getting tired so
I'd better go to sleep. The next morning I am trying to
sleep…but wait a second, breakfast before davening? This I
gotta see. Wow these Frosty Flakes are really good.
Shmaryunky? What in the world is Shmaryunky?

Bedside inspection means that my counselor is eating chulent. | If you get



Early Sunday
Guys, guys get up for a runaway!! Is this some kind of beau-
tiful dream? Okay, I'm in the van, now what? We got lost
already? You do fast work! What kind of place is this, a Pirates
Cove? Water slides, go carting, mini golf too? I never knew
pirates have so much fun! Wait! Is that a bullet or a golf ball
coming at my head? Okay, go carting…that's fun. What! I'm
two inches too short?! Phew! I get to go as a passenger. What
if my car breaks down!! Well I gotta go now. Bye.

Sincerely,
Mendy Jaffe

Bunk Kuf Daled

Gan Yisroel ABC's
Animals and bugs everyone hates.
Bamba snacks that are eaten all the time.
Cookies are a necessity for Farbrengens.
Davening and Cahyus is the main rule.
Emes Un Nor Der Emes".
Friday is the busiest day.
GGGGG…GaGa!
Hanukka happens every night.
I love Gan Yisroel.
Jumping Jacks is the thing in line up.
K "oKay".
Lerner is the fastest Office Manager in town.
Manners give extra points.
No food in learning classes.
Oh Oh…Attention Gan Yisroel…
Pizza parties are the best.
Questions are never meant to be answered.
Rabbi L. is the Rov of town.
Soccer.
Tantz Tantz Kinderlach…"
Um…forget it!
Vayehee Bachalom".
Who's the best waiter?"
Xtra Xtra points for today's bentching…"

Yum Yum.
Zzzzzzzzzzzz!

Levi Greenberg 
Bunk Kuf Gimmel

Hi, my name is Mendel and I want to tell you that I hade a
blast in camp. Also I want to tell you something that camp
taught me. The Baal Shem Tov's father once told him not to
be afraid of anything except for Hashem. This is a lesson for
all of us even if there is a flood or an earthquake do not be
scared. If you remember this then there is no reason to be
scared of anything.

Menachem Mendel Andrusier
Bunk Kuf Bais

We’re going to the grand trip and let the fun begin… After
bowling we went on lots of balloon rides, and then to an
indoor water park! Such fun… Oops! Maybe I should start
from the beginning. Well since so many exciting things hap-
pened it's almost impossible to remember every thing, but I'll
do my best.

Ok. We came to camp ready for the summer of our lives.
From sports and trips (oh what a blast!) to bentching with
chayos. Camp ended so fast, but don't fear, I'm going to be
back next year for another exciting summer in Gan Izzy
Detroit.

Sincerely, 
Berel Paltiel

Bunk Kuf Ches

Dear everyone,
This was my best year in C.G.I. Kalkaska MI. It was a lot of
fun, we went swimming and ice skating we went on a canoe
trip and then on an overnight. The learning trip we went to
Pirates Cove. But, the best of all was the grand trip! We went
bowling, mall shopping and to the most amazing indoor
water park. They had a surfing place, the best water sldes, a
lazy river and other cool things. I hope you all come back

bopped, banged, hang up side down, drenched and nauseous, you've just experi-



next year which will probably be even better. 
Have a good enjoyable summer

Sincerely,
Anonymous

Bunk Kuf Zain 

Who knows one
1 A Frame
2 Tether ball courts
3 Head counselors
4 Shabbosim in camp 
5 Waiters
6 Bunks in the trailer area
7 Speakers for the p.a. system
8 A's in the A frame
9 "The 9 days"
10 Actors in the staff play
11 Bunks in camp
12 Kids per bunk
13 Max. age in Gan Izzy
14 Devoted counselors 

Meiors Shemtov
Bunk Kuf Yud Alef

Without my counselor M. Teldon, how would my bunk
run…
Instead of getting a 12 for cleanup, we would get a one.
All the trips we have earned because of you…
"look inside,shuckel and daven too!"

Without Levi Stein oh what would be…
I probably would have been extremely hungry.

Rabbi lifshitz,  what would I have learned without you…
"Open your sefer up, let's review"

Shragi Weiss
Bunk Kuf Vov

Hello everyone, my name is Zevy Rosenblum 

I'd like to say what a great summer I had. I love my counselor
Moshe Teldon and my learning teacher Rabbi Lifshitz, and
the head counselors.
We had great trips, and the best was in the grand trip when
they gave us three dollars to get whatever we want.
Bye-bye

Zevi Rosenblum
Bunk Kuf Vov

Bunk Kuf  Yud as Staff
Dovid Singer-E.C.A.D.
Yossie Weiss-canteen manager
Mendy Shepherd- camp director
Dovid Ehrentreu-head counselor
Shmuly grossbaum-counselor
Shloime freedman-activity director
Chaim'l Gurarie-camp mashpia
Yisrael Chanowitz-learning director
Mendel Robbins-doctor
Aron Simon-sports director
Alex Finman-N.A.D.

By Mendel Robbins
Bunk Kuf Yud

Dear Gan Yisrael, to you I write from the depths of my heart,
to tell you of how I'm grateful for the summer you spent with
me…
I really liked the summer of 5765. I really loved Hiskashrus
War. The plays, skits, halacha speeches and everything was
great! The trips were fun, especially the overnight, waking up
in middle of the night in pouring rain!!!
Well to shorten it a bit, this is the best camp ever. I hope I
could come back next year in 5766!
I now see how a true chossid of the Rebbe should act. I truly
love camp. I made a hachlata in camp that I will learn 20
minutes a day at home.
As the song goes: but I can smile as I leave as hard as it may
seem, knowing that I'll be back next year…
Good Bye Gan Yisrael, see you in 5766!

enced a grand trip. | Waiters are like canoes; they barley get tipped (or: they're



Thank you!!!  
Dovid N. Roetter

Bunk Kuf Hey

Dear C.G.I. Lubavitch City MI
I went to camp for five years, but I couldn't find what I was
missing. This year, at last I came to C.G.I. Detroit, and I real-
ly felt I was in the Rebbe's camp. Here I got to see real
Ahavas Yisrael and real Chayus and this made me feel good
that I was going to the Rebbe's camp.

Sincerely, 
Yisrael Chanowitz

Bunk Kuf Yud

In twenty years
Bunk Yud Aleph

L.P. An acrobat
B.K. Head shliach
M.S. Mashpia
S.T. Dorm counselor
L.S. Busy guy
L.B.S. professional bowler
M.W. comedy skit producer
Z.K. professional baseball player
Z.R. A singer
S.M. Automatic doorknob
A.G. A doctor
Y.E. Devoted father

Berel Kesselman
Bunk Yud Alef

In 20 years…
Chaim Dovid Wilhelm Owner of a pet shop
Shaul Perlstein Editor of Webster's dictionary
Shneur Silberberg Proud father
Levi Teldon Comedian
Yossi Hecht Rosh Yeshivah
Itche Itkin New York cab driver
Mendy Weg President of U.S.A.

Levi Stein Owner of Coca Cola
Yosef Levine Doctor
Simcha Begun Soccer star
Dovid Lerner Big chazzan
Webster Criminal
Yudel Rabin Photographer
Shmuli Shmotkin Cow boy
Zalmy Kass Nature expert
Mendy Mann Running a hot dog stand
Yudi Browd Head Shliach of Russia
Zalmy Cohen Falafel vender
Heshey Dubrowsky Chief of police
Mendel Kesselman F.B.I. Member
Mendy Leider Barber
Eitan Goldberg Conductor of a choir

Mendel Weingarten
Chaim Baruch Sassonkin

Bunk Kuf Yud Alef

Last Will and Testament 
Bunk Kuf-Ches

A. Browd-another picture of the rebbe.
A. Goldberg-a baseball mit.
N. Hubner-Mike~n~Ikes.
B. Dorfman-his very own D.S.
M. Chanowitz-another brother in camp.
A. Steinmetz-a tether ball.
R. Polter-a Mishnayos.
K. Silverberg-a clean bed.
Z. Muskal-a pair of socks.
B. Paltiel-a Shulchan Aruch.
M. Ciment-an air freshener. 
M. Biston-a hot shower.
S. Rozenswieg-negel-vasser by his campers bed. 

Menachem Biston
Zalman Muskal
Bunk Kuf Ches

supposed to get tipped). | Workin' in the kitchen, may result in arrest. | Buy 2



ååàñ îàëñèå! îééï ðàîòï àéæ îðçí îòðãì ùîàè÷éï àåï ãàñ àéæ
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àéê áéï àéï ÷áåöä ä''à àéê âìééê ìòøðòï îééï îùðéåú àåï äìëåú

åëå' àåï îééï áòñèò èééì ôåï ÷òîô àéæ âòååòï äú÷ùøåú îìçîä

àåï ãé ðòîòï ôåï ãé æééèï æééðòï âòååòï ''òí äøáé'' àåï ''áëç òöîå''

àï ìòöèò éàø àéê äàá âòååòï à ÷ìééðò ÷éðã äàá àéê ðéùè

ôàøùèàðòï ãé àìò ôøèéí àéï úåëï àáòø ãòí äàá àéê

ôàøùèàðòï àìò äìëä ''ñ÷éèñ'' àåï ''ôìééæ' ôåï ÷òîô äàá àéê

âòäàè à âòùîà÷ àéï ''÷àìòø ååàø'' ãòí éàø àåï àåéëòè îééï

æééè àéæ âòååàåðòï äú÷ùøåú îìçîä àåï àååàãò ðò÷ñèò éàø

àéê ÷åí öåøé÷ àåï àãàð÷ âï éùøàì ôàø àìòñ ååàñ ãå äàñè

âòèàï ôàø îéø 

îîòòððããìì ùùîîààèè÷÷ééïï

áàð÷ ÷''á

àéê äàá âò÷åîòï öå ÷òîô àåï àéê âìééê îééðò ''÷àåðñìòøñ'' ãåã

÷àèìàøñ÷é àåï æìîé ëäï àéê âìééê îééï ìòøðéðâ èéèùòø éçéàì

æéìáòø àåï àéê âìééê à÷èéååéèéñ àåï àéê âìééê ìòøðéðâ ÷ìàñéñ

àåï àéê äàá àñàê àñàê ôàï

ììååéé ééööçç÷÷ ùùíí èèååáá 

áàð÷ ÷”á

àéê ååéì ãà ùøééáï àôàø ååòøèòø ååòâï ãé ''ñèòó'' ååàñ àéæ ãà

àéï ÷òîô 

àééï ðàëè àéðîéèï ôåï à âåèò ùìàó æééðòï àøééðâò÷åîòï öå ãé

áàð÷ àôàø îùåâòðò ñèòó àåï àåðæ àìò àåéôâòååò÷è àåï àåðæ

âòæàâè àæ îéø âééòï àåéê à ''øàï àååéé'' äàáï îéø àìò îéè

àåðæòøò ''ôéãæàîà'' âòìàôï àéï öå ãòø ''ååòï'' àåï àôéìå àéèùò

äàè ðéùè âòååàåñè àæ îéø æééðòï ãàøèï îéø æééðòï âò÷åîòï öå

''âìòðæ'' îéø äàáï âòäàè àñàê ôàï àìò äàáï âòðåîòï

''ôìééòøñ'' (ëîòè âò÷åéôè) àåï àåéôï ååòâ àøåéñ ååòï îéø äàáï

àøééðâòâàðâòï àéï öå ãé ''ååòï'' äàáï îéø âòæòï ãé àðãòøò ÷òîô

''ååòï'' àåï îéø äàáï  âòäòøè ãé ÷åì ôåï ãé ''äòã ÷àðñìòøñ'' àåï

îéø æééðòï âòååàøï æééòø ãòøùøà÷ï òøùèðñ äàáï æéé àåðæ

âòæàâè àæ îéø àìò ãàøôï æéöï àéï àðãòøò '' ôàø÷éðâ ñôééñ÷ã"

ãòøðàê äàè äòã ÷àðñìòø ùàåì àðâòäåéáï ùøééòï àåéó àåðæ ååé

÷òï òñ æééï àæ ÷ìééðò ÷éðãòø ååé àééê ÷òðòï àæåé àååò÷ìåéôï ôåï

÷òîô àï ôøòâï ÷ééï øùåú äàè òø îéè äòã ÷àðñìòø çééí ãåã

àåðæ àðâòæàâè àæ ãòø àééðñéâòø æàê àæ îòï ÷òï èøàëèï àéæ àæ

àéø ãàøó ðàê àîàì âééï àøééï àéï öå ãòø ÷øàí ÷åéôï ùèøé÷ àåï

îàøâï ãàøó àéø àìò ÷åîòï îéè ãé ôéñ öåâòáåðãòï àáòø

ãòøðàê äàáï îéø âòäàè âåèò ñìåøôéñ

àáòø àéê ãàøó æàâï àæ ãé áòñèò æàê ðàê ãé ùøò÷ìòëò æàê

àéæ âòååò÷ ðàëï ìééðàô äàáï îéø öåâòáåðãòï ãé äòðè àåï ôéñ

ôåï àåðæòøò ÷àðñìòøñ

àåï àéê ååéì ãà ðàø òðãò÷òï àæ á"ä àéæ ãé éàø àåðæòøò òøùèò

éàø àéï ÷òîô âòååòï æééòø âåè àåï ãàñ àéæ ðàø öå ãòø ãàð÷ ôåï

àåðæòøò áòñèò ñèòó àåï áòé÷ø àåðæòøò ÷àðñìòøñ ãåã àåï

æìîé ééùø ëç

ùùîîààéé ùùíí èèååáá

îîòòððããìì ÷÷ééééââïï

áàð÷ ÷”à 

snapples, and win yourself 2 favors. | Night activity is when people volunteer to



be publicly embarrassed. | Nosh is delicious 'cuz it gets stuck between your

A: is for All I Am About to Add to this
Amazing journal, AAAight?  (NOT the
"A" frame, we're trying to be a little
original)

B: In the Beginning Hashem created
the heavens and the earth… and the
Bus, to Bring us to Bowling and
Boating and Blow-up-jumping-rides
(and to shelter us from the rain in mid-
dle of the night) 

C: is for Campers, Counselors and
Learning Creatures (teaching us about
Chalitzah) 

D: Dr. "D", and "Diddy" patiently
Dealing with all our Dear campers'
medical Developments 

E: is for Everything Eli Expertly made
for us to Eat. 

F: is for Fiery Friday night Farbrengens
with Fabulous Farbeissen!

G: is for Greasy machanics and
Gigantic toaster at our Grand sing,
Givaldik! 

H: is for how Happy we are Here,
Hate to leave, Hope to be back Here,
Honestly.   

I: Is for the Incredible In-door water
park where we Injoyed ourselves
Immensely (runner-up: Itche Itkin)

J: is for Joyful Jewish Jumping
Jacks at line-up 

K:  is for all the Kalories
the Kampers Konsumed in
the Kanteen (only cosher
Kandee, of Kourse) 

L: is for Loooong Letters, 'leven Lines
at Least! ( Dear ma and ta, camp is
great, my counselor said I must write
eleven lines, my counselor said I must
write eleven lines, my counselor
said.....)    

M: is for Mafia, a Mixture of Mischief
and Ahavas Yisroel????? (ask o'Mally)  

N: is for all the Nutty Noisy Nice Nosy
and definitely Not-Nasty Nudniks…
otherwise known as campers (you
guys were Number 1!!!)

O: is for Our On-time Office-man-
agers, Only 10 seconds left...      

P: is for Policeman Porter Pushing
Poor Webster Past the Pondering
campers

Q: is for "Quiet!!!!!" ("every camper
put your hand in the air and keep it
there for two days!") 

R: is for Run-aways, don't forget to
buy some Rope… 

S :
is for the

Super Special
Spiritual Spectacular

Stupendous Smashing
Splashing Sizzling Sunny Scintillating
Snapple-filled Summer we just had!  

SH: is for SHaul, SHneur and Mr.
SHtinkovitz, (pretty SHtark!)

T: Tetherball here, Tetherball there,
Tetherball every where ("I’m last!") 

U: is for our Unbelievable Underpaid
Underappreciated Understanding staff
members (who in the pouring rain
were Underneath a garbage bag!)

V: is for our Very Valuable Van-drivers
Volunteering rides to the Vally cabins 

W: is for Wacky Watermelon, comes
With either ketchup or "tandu" flavor! 

X: Xtra Xtra Xtra Xtra points, thank you
Chaim Dovid. 

Y: is for Yudi Browd, period. 

Z: "Zei gezunt, Zei gebenched", see
you here again next year, don't forget
to write!!!





teeth for a full day. | If the rain is outdoors, then there is indoor learning class-

My great uncle, Rabbi Gershon Mendel Gorelik was one of the
first shluchim the Rebbe sent out. He once told me the following
story. 

During his first years in Italy he was having a lot of difficulties
with his shlichus. He decided that the only way he would be able
to get through them would be to go to the Rebbe. He bought him-
self a ticket to New York and when he arrived he took a subway
straight to 770. As he was walked up the steps and out of the sta-
tion, he saw the Rebbe walking on Eastern Parkway into 770. He
then immediately turned around and got back on the train went
back to the airport and flew back home to Italy.

Honorable judges, esteemed generals and staff, and all my fel-
low campers. Up until two days ago this story made absolutely
no sense to me. If Reb Gershon Mendel's problem was indeed a
serious issue then he should have stayed in New York to discuss
the problem with the Rebbe and take care of it. And if it wasn't a
real problem, then why did he waste his time and money to fly
to New York for nothing. But now that I understand at least a lit-
tle bit the relationship between a Chossid and Rebbe I feel that I
can relate to this story. Allow me to explain you why.  

In order to understand the relationship between a Chossid and
Rebbe we first have to understand what exactly a Rebbe is.
Obviously the best way to do that would be to see how the Rebbe
himself defines what a Rebbe is. There is a very powerful letter of
the Rebbe from gimmel Tammuz tof shin yud, explaining exactly
what a Rebbe is. The Rebbe writes to someone that many differ-
ent people have tried to describe the friediker Rebbe with many
different ma'lois, that he was a man of messiras nefesh, a goan a
tzadik etc. but the Rebbe says that even though all these things
are true the main point is missing. The main point of a Rebbe is
that he is a nossi, that he is the Rosh bnei yisroel for the people
of that generation. That means in short that the Rebbe is the one
who connects us with Elokus. Why do we need a Rebbe to con-
nect us? The answer is that being that we are physical human
beings who live in a physical world, in order that we should be
able to feel elokus we need a physical connection. That is what

a Rebbe is. A physical human being that is 100% Elokus. So
when a Chossid stood by the rebbes farbrengen on Shabbos he
wasn't just listening to how the Rebbe was going to explain that
week's rashi. He was looking at the way Elokus expresses itself
here in this world. And when a Chossid received Kos shel brocho
from the Rebbe it wasn't just a little wine. It was unlimited
boundless love placed into a small little cup. And when a
Chossid went by the Rebbe for dollars it wasn't just a dollar bill
that he received. When the Rebbe looked at him as he walked
past, he received all the Brochos and all the Koichos he needed
for his personal problems.

Reb Levi yitzchok of Barditchev once said that it is not fair
what the Aibishter does. All the Taves of this world he placed
directly in front of us and all the Elokus he placed in the books.
This is a real problem that all of us face on a certain level every
single day. On the one hand we know what we are supposed to
be doing. We constantly hear from our learning teachers or from
our parents how we are expected to act as a Chossid. But when
it comes to actually doing them we somehow get mixed mes-
sages. What we understood in the seforim a few short moments
ago is no longer so clear. The world that we live in screams out
to us a different message about how we should live our life, and
it is very confusing to know what we should do. When a Chossid
looked at the Rebbe suddenly it was no longer just in the books.
Everything he learnt about came to life in front of him. It was no
longer confusing. Everything was as clear as day. The world of
torah and mitzvahs was no longer a contradiction to the physical
world. When a Chossid looked at the Rebbe he saw torah and
mitzvahs as a guideline of how to use this physical world.

So back to the story of Reb Gershon Mendel, of course his
problems were real problems. But in those few short second he
didn't just watch the Rebbe walking into 770. For those few sec-
onds he saw the world of torah and mitzvos come alive. And so
instantly he felt a sense of clarity and all his problems simply dis-
appeared. 

Unfortunately,  I was never zoiche to this tremendous feeling

hhccrrvv  oogg  hhccrrvv  oogg  hhccrrvv  oogg  hhccrrvv  oogg  hhccrrvv  oogg  hhccrrvv  oogg  hhccrrvv  oogg  hhccrrvv

WINNING THEME SPEECH



es. | The bunk that loses their voices, wins shabbos competition. | We would

and none of the campers sitting here together with me were
either. Never the less, if we do our utmost to find out what it was
like then, from the people who were lucky enough to experience
it, and try as hard as we can to relive that feeling, even if only a

fraction of it, that itself will give us the strength to continue our
avoidoh until Moshiach will come and we will finally be reunit-
ed with our Rebbe face to face.

vv  oogg  hhccrrvv  oogg  hhccrrvv  oogg  hhccrrvv  oogg  hhccrrvv  oogg  hhccrrvv  oogg  hhccrrvv  oogg  hhccrrvv  oogg

WINNING THEME SONG

At a farbrengen he stood
He listens as only he could 
As time passes by, he asks himself why- 
Have I come here, it does me no good 

The language I don't comprehend
Yet here I stand hours on end
I just cannot see-what it all means to me-
To be waiting here impatiently

As he raises his eyes
He sees with surprise
The gaze of the Rebbe directly on him
A connection he feels 
So warm and so real
That moment, eternal, has reached deep within

And while thousands may be
In this room here with me
The Rebbe has touched me so personally
All those feelings inside 
Make me shout out with pride
L'chaim dear Rebbe, your Chossid I'll be

Although we know the Rebbe is with us,
Guiding and leading us in our shlichus 
"Lomo nigora" our rotzon is clear
To see our Rebbe down here

WINNING ALMA MATTER

Sitting alone, in a world of my own
My memory open, my eyes slowly close
This past month in camp, had the time of my life
On a small piece of paper a thank you to write

Don't know where to start, how to pour out my heart
In my pan to the Rebbe before I depart
So much I have gained, my life has been changed
So many new lessons that I have attained

Is it the Pesukim with chayus we say
The ahavas Yisroel in sports when we play
Farbrengens on Shabbos late into the night
Each moment in camp has affected my life 

Rebbe my thank you is a guarantee
Each lesson I've learned, will remain part of me
I'll keep them and teach them wherever I go
Until the whole world will become Gan-Yisroel



have fish for dinner more often if the lake had been bigger. | All the Staff this

Fellow campers, Dear staff, Esteemed generals and hon-
ored judges. Good evening. I'd like to share some thoughts
with you about our theme Bkoiach atsmoi. A chosid
receives phenomenal brochos and inspiration from the
Rebbe. Along with this privilege comes a responsibility: A
Chosid is expected to follow his Rebbe's wishes diligently.
We live in a time though that we unfortunately can not
hear or see our Rebbe. What does the Rebbe expect of us
in this situation? Let me share with you a story that should
open our minds. The Rebbe once told a chosid that he
should persuade a certain person to start growing a beard.
adding a condition that the chosid shouldn't say  it was the
Rebbe's idea and initiative. As it happened, this person
didn't begin growing a beard until about 10 years later.
When he later found out that it was the Rebbe who had
compelled this chosid to convince him, He insisted that
had he known this 10 years earlier he would have started
growing a beard then. To this the Rebbe responded that 'I
already have a beard. I want you to grow your own .' The
Rebbe wanted this person to find the strength and convic-
tion in himself  to do what is right. This is what is precious
and dear to the Rebbe. As difficult and painful as it is, for
a chosid living in our time, this is its powerful significance. 
So deep and secure is a chosid's connection to the Rebbe:
to the point  that he is expected to find his own way to
carry out the Rebbe's mission. Imagine a king that wants a
new palace built by his royal architect. The king suddenly
leaves town expecting to find the structure completed
upon his return. The royal architect has not had a chance
to review the blue prints with the king . The King still
expects the architect to have the palace completed in per-

fection. He is expected to be so fluent with the Kings way
of life that he should find it within himself to build an
appropriate palace. After all that's why he was chosen by
the king to be the royal architect. The Rebbe chose each
one of us to be his Chasidim and expects us like the royal
architect in the story to fulfill his command in preparing
the world for Moshiach when we will see our Rebbe once
again. 

uunnmmgg  jjffcc  uunnmmgg  jjffcc   uunnmmgg  jjffcc  uunnmmgg  jjffcc   uunnmmgg  jjffcc  uunnmmgg  jjffcc   uunnmmgg

THEME SPEECH



year came from Russia. | The trailers parking meters stand at 3.6 million dollars.
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THEME SONG

My father, a Shliach in our town
By the Rebbe was sent down
The Rebbes hand, guiding him
Step by step in his mission

At Farbrengens from week to week
My father heard the Rebbe speak
Whenever in, a time of need
Answers from the Rebbe he received

But I am just a boy
I never felt, the great warmth or the joy
Of standing in the Rebbes holy gaze

Oh how I do yearn
To know in which way I should turn
As I go on my own way

Yet I must go through
My Shlichus I will do
With all the Koichois that I have
As a father in a son
The Rebbe has great trust in me

This is the task at hand
To search out his command
Even though I can not see him
A Chossid I will be
Making the Rebbe proud of me

ALMA MATTER

Throughout the year, I've made hachlotos
To do all the things that I really should start
But sometimes it's hard to keep myself going
From friends who are different, I feel apart

But this summer, I've changed 
I'll keep up the fight
I now know I'll do the things that are right

Gan-Yisroel in you I did find
That as a Chossid I'm one of a kind
My strength from within is my precious key0
To show all my friends just how one should be

With confidence, I now proceed 
The chayos you gave me is just what I need
When I go home,
I'll spread the light
Till we are free of this dark Golus night  



| Snapping turtles are mammals, outgoing to human beings. | The Rambam

1. “EXTRA EXTRA EXTRA POINTS…”
A) Mrs. L's remarks to cook Eli after sampling the

potato kugel.
B) E.C.A.D.O.M.W. on the grand trip. 
C) H.C.C.D.W. on bunk kuf ches's bentching.
D) Rabbi G. on the staff play. 

2. “I HAVEN'T HAD A JOB SINCE KINDERGARTEN” 
A) H.L.G.Y.L. on getting hired.
B) K.M.S.S. explaining his second consecutive career

job as kitchen manager.  
C) M.A.D.M.L. on his new job as defense lawyer for

judgement night. 
D) L.D.L.T. on getting a job from head mafia in staff

play. 

3. “NO I DIDN'T” 
A) C.M.L.S. on being asked if he deep-fried a campers

brownie-bar.     
B) Webster to officer Porter on being arrested due to

suspicions of stealing new car.  
C) V.D.I.I. on being asked by the H.C.s' if he took

bunks on runaways.
D) Webster on being asked if he said last year that he

wouldn't come back.

4. “WE WILL NOW WAIT ANOTHER 45 SECONDS”
A) H.C.S.P. on camper disturbing the moment of

silence   exercise.  
B) O.M.B.T. on starting the copier after a serious

paper jam.   
C) C.L.M.Y.R. upon opening a document on a

computer in the computer lab.  
D) O.M.D.L. on hearing that line-up will be in 4

minutes. 

5. “AAAAIGHT!”
A) L.D.Y.H. on the meatballs for supper.
B) a camper on the G.M.S.D.'s key swinging

techniques.
C) B.M.Z.K. on the ride down the hill to quicksand

lake.
D) H.C.S.S. on a neatly folded shelf at bedside

inspection.

6. “OH YES GAGA”
A) S.D.S.B. on hearing about his new sports office

building.  
B) A.A.C.D.S.B.O. on learning how to use a circular

saw. 
C) Waiters on hearing that H.W.S.K. will be giving a

gemara shiur.
D) M.B.P.D.L.P. on seeing campers wake up for coca

club. ANSWERS:1) C 2) D 3) B 4) A 5) D 6) C.







The Many Faces of Shaul

Staff Play 



Center has been desolate for twelve months. | Martin R. Goldman hailed from

Chaim Dovid-an SUV with 4 wheel drive, leather
seats, and no speed limit.

Shaul Perlstein-an Oxford dictionary
Moishe Shemtov-a bag of crybabies

Levi Greenberg-another year in Lubavitch City
Mendel Shemtov-a yellow pitcher  (and someone

to share it with)
Eitan Goldberg-a keyboard
Bunk Alef-another runaway

Mendy Weg-a driver's license
Dovid Lerner-a watch

Mendy Lieder-ketchup flavored watermelon.

Zalmy Kass-$1000 mountain bike
Schneur Silverberg-a song sheet

Sholom Ber Odze-a bed in the main side of camp
Levi Teldon-a cellphone with silent-mode

Yossi Hecht-a scary voice
Moshe Teldon-rafters to hang on

Schneur Hecht-another brother in camp
Bentzy Shemtov-a wider brim
Shmulie Shmotkin-a black hat

Diddy Levine-another job in camp
Webster-too much mashke

The Flag-an elevation
Zalmy Cohen-charif 

Meir Szokowsky-A T-shirt with sleeves



Ganesville, FL, eventually donating the Shul. | Non-fasting campers break their

The over-night would have been rained out?
We would have gone swimming at the Ostego sports complex on the grand trip?

H.C.S.P would have eaten bunk Tes's nosh?
The life-guards would get a motor-boat for the lake?
The computers in the computer-lab wouldn't freeze?

Canteen would sell triple-scoop chocolate-ripple fudge ice-cream?
The sinks in front of the A-frame wouldn't be the #2 source of entertainment (2nd only to the Tetherball court)

The turtles, frogs, and fish from the lake would have their own bench in the shul?
Feivish Finkel would have come around more often this summer?

Campers would be allowed in the canteen?
The grand sing would have been in an old-age home (and the judges would really be old ladies?)

The life-guards would have something to do during the 9 days?
Webster would have been arrested?

Campers would also get cholent, kugel, and soda before bed-side inspection?
The new camp flag would be purple?

Campers would have to clean their counselor's room at clean-up?
Camp would have a pool?

Bunks would be able to ride in their trailers on trips and runaways?
L.D.L.T would have been the N.A.D?

Every bunk that went on a runaway would have to come to line-up with their hands and feet tied?
We would have stayed overnight in the hotel at the water-park?



fast on cookies. | It takes 2.8 seconds to tear down a backdrop painted in 4 1/2

I knew it the whole time, anyways. It was so obvious we
were goin' on the trip, since there was french-fries the
night before and cereal in the morning. Plus- I saw
E.C.A.D.O.M.W. speaking to Webster, and to top it all off-
I overheard H.L.G.D.L. giving the lifegaurds a lecture on
the quickest way to evacuate the rink in case all the ice
starts to melt. Obviously, we were going on the ice skating
trip, apparently. (If it was the canoeing trip, we would have
obviously had meatballs last night, I think). It wasn't even
a good breakout. Basically, the staff wanted to get atten-
tion, so they made an attention in an attempt to get atten-
tion, but it slipped- they accidentally said that we're going
on a trip. Then, H.C.S.P. told us to bring a bathing suit. I've
heard of people sleep in their pajamas before - but never
have I heard of people skate in their bathing suits. What?
We're also going swimming? (I sure hope the lifeguards
know what to do if all the water in the pool turns into ice.)
And by the way, I just figured out that I really did know
about the swimming part of the trip too, 'cuz H.C.S.S. was
wearing sandals and the weather indoors is very good
today. The stuff I brought on the trip: 2 pairs of bathing suits
(one for the pool and one for the rink), 1 pair of sunglass-
es (since I lost my water goggles), my 18 speed walkie-

talkie (so that I could find myself in case my friend got lost),
4 laffy taffys (I'm allergic to apple juice if you didn't real-
ize), 9 disposable cameras (one for pictures and the rest
because the flash is really neat on the bus going back to
camp), my family-size-pack green mouthwash (don't you
know the 9 days are approaching?), 1 pair of  boots (I lost
my water shoes), 7 extra-medium vacuum-packed salami
packages (I know there's gonna be a BBQ and hotdogs are
very not good for stomachs), and last but not least- my dis-
posable pajamas (in case my bathing suits get wet). We got
there. Ostego Recreational National Sportsplex Center for
Sports. I think that means that we're in Ostego County.
Population 247. Winners of 1967 Boys Basketball
Championships League. Wow. This is a real professional
place. I'm starting to feel official. 'Hi" I said to my coun-
selor, 'and welcome to the Ostego Recreational
Interational Sportsplex Center for Sports and Recreation'.
He asked me for directions to the pool until he realized
that it was I. We entered the building together- except with-
out my counselor. Apparently I gave him the wrong info. I
got into one of my bathing suits and donned my sunglass-
es and boots (the salami was zippered in my back pocket).
The lifeguard kept telling us "if y'guys listen you'll have
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fun". I sat there listening wondering why I wasn't having
fun. Finally, the lifeguard said "if y'guys listen you'll have
fun" and let us into the pool. I did a head-first 20-foot dou-
ble-backwards flip. Straight into the shallow end. As I was
floating back up, I remembered the words of the lifeguard
"if y'guys listen you'll have fun". The bad thing was that I
later saw the lifeguard eating my salami which had appar-
ently sunk to the bottom, incidentally. Plus, I discovered
that boots have to be waterproof. I was waiting for the
water to freeze so that we could go skating, but they told
me that it was in a different department. I jumped into my
PJ's and ran out of the locker room and bumped right into
a large crowd of campers and H.C.'s huddled over a real
live game of foose-ball. "If y'guys listen you'll have fun" I
kept ringing in my ear. But even before we can go ice skat-
ing, we have to eat ice-skates. Ooops. Typing mistake. We
have to eat hotdogs. I extremely dislike those infamous
pieces of food, as above mentioned. But my salamis were
being simultaneously consumed by that "if y'guys listen
you'll have fun" person. Oh well. At least I have my laffy
taffys and my walkie-talkie. I ate a few hotdogs anyways
(11 to be exact). During Benching, H.C.C.D.W. was stand-
ing on a 18 foot ladder, apparently fixing a light bulb on
the ceiling. He gave all the bunks extra extra extra extra
extra points, but my bunk was so good that we all won 1
free hotdog (12 to be exact). Incidentally, 12 is a very sig-
nificant number to me, since it's my shoe-size, which I am
about to use for the ice-skates, obviously (after all, it's not
my bathing suit size, incidentally). Finally, it was my turn
to get my skates. The guy giving them out for free looked
like a shmayonkee. He told me to stay away from the
Zombodee or something. Besides, I don't even know who
that is. I tied my skates as close to my feet as possible, and
disappeared onto the rink, clutching onto the barricades
on the sides, holding on for precious life. All the other kids
were falling down. I on the other hand didn't even fall
once. I must have spun around that rink at least 1 times. It

was easy. All of a sudden a huge 18-wheeler-truck entered
the rink thru a secret trap door. No body was expecting it,
apparently, because everybody evacuated the ice, leaving
just the truck himself. It started doing turns and flips. It was
like a magic trick-show. I leaned forward over the barricad-
ed wall to catch a better observation of that moving motor
vehicle thing. Next thing I know I'm flat on the ice, staring
at the flag on the ceiling, freezing cold. It really behooved
me. Ahhhhh!! That thing was about to flatten the ice that
was beneath me. I froze. To the ice, that is. I yelled for
backup on my walkie-talkie and took a picture with on of
my spare cameras, just to document the scene. Luckily, the
flash caught the trucks attention and it came freezing to a
halt. Few! Why didn't anybody tell me to stay away from
that monstrous utility vehicle? Then I noticed it. On the
back of the truck it said in big letters: ZOMBONI. Hey-
that's the Zombodee thingamagee that shmayankee guy
was speaking about. Except that wait a minute. Zombodees
don't necessarily usually have salami packages falling out
at them. I don't believe it. The lifeguard was driving the
Zombodee. Eating my vaccume-pre-packed salamis. He
was having fun, incidentally. By that time, the ice was
much more slippier. And so was I. Splat. I quickly closed
my fingers to shut them off, other wise I might be danger-
ous. Then they took a group picture in the center aisle. It
looked just like a family picture. The music was blaring my
ears off. People were wearing orange cones on their head
and skating with handicapped walkers (riders). When the
H.C.'s saw that, they immediately evacuated the place.
Bunk by bunk, then person by person. I somberly returned
my skates happily, although I think I had free refills, appar-
ently. And then we came back to camp. The End (only
without my salamis, of course). 
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Zooming down my favorite street, the beautifully paved
Lake Valley Road. I once again was becoming a roller
coaster; with a grand flying flip down the fifty - foot drop.
Hey slow down, there's the sign "CAMP GAN ISRAEL
south entrance". Oh boy do campers get excited when they
see me.  Oh, by the way, my name is "Big Yella" (My Great
Grandpa - whom you might remember - "Mini Yella" died
a few years back may his blood be avenged.)   

As I finally pull up to camp, I find all the campers wait-
ing very patiently playing and pounding the tetherball
while screaming my favorite words "BiVOWAK" (whatever
that means). Why are all of the campers taking out the
garbage for camp? Not only that, each bag with their name
and their bunk name to make sure it's really theirs. (Is the
whole camp punished?!)
Now I have to wait until the head counselor is finished
screaming, and then run around for his daily exercise. (And
of course to stop off in canteen pick up his radio and a slice
of pizza.)
Finally I'm loaded and it's time to go. Ouch! My nose is
popping, and my ears are scratching, there's so much
noise. "Hey you there sit down" whoooow! Hey! Hit the
brakes, slow down, ouch! Oh, that roller coaster again,
why do I always have to feel the pain while everyone else

puts their hands in the air while they holler and shriek? My
wheeldrums are popping.
Anyway finally were there, can I join? Of course not! I just
have to wait five hours while all those campers get their
pants wet, their socks fishy, together with their shoes all sea
weeded. Don't forget to wear a life vest, the rocks are very
deep, and if your glasses aren't screwed on, they might go
scuba diving. Now they sit back, relax, and do hand exer-
cises, in some long skinny thing for five hours (don't they
ever get tired). One time a camper did an ice cream split
in a banana canoe. Oh, by the way, no learning class
tomorrow for me because my toes might be Charlie the
horse and my bathing suit will definitely feel a little numb. 
"Row, row, row, your boat ... tip your counselor...?" If so,
why don't the counselors ever get flipped, only the
campers? 
Anyway, finally five hours pass, I drive all the way to the
other side of camp's lake (that's where the campers canoe
to, how do they get fooled year after year?) 
How exciting, finally time for my interior wash, when the
campers take the mops off their bodies, and wash all my
seats with soaking squeegees and squeezed sanitizing sand
soap, and of course their sensational towels to dry off the
sopping sandals. 
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Oh my! Look at all those poor bruises on the contented
campers. I can't imagine how many fights they get into
while I'm gone.  

My two brothers, "Flat Front" and "Big Nose", are back at
camp. One is taking the big division of campers to the
older canoes. The other will take the "Little Kinderlach" to
a grand amazing, stupendous, incredible, inconceivable,
action packed, game of  "Miniature Golf" (I wish I was
there). He told me what happened yesterday:
"We were driving and driving until we got to the other side
of the lake. I was so confused that I stopped off at the gas
station and I forgot to get gas. Then I came to an abrupt halt
as all the campers got out to go to the bathroom, but decid-
ed to stay instead of getting back on. They all got bats and
balls and started bowling with miniature soccer balls into
the lake in middle of the grass on top of mountain under
the building which used to be the A-Frame until it
moved..." 
I cut him off right there he needs a tune-up to get things
straightened out (or maybe an oil change will do the job).
Oh, I forgot to mention, the campers always get free orange
and apple ice cream, together with crunchy crispy choco-
late chip cookies. 
Back on the Road we ended up in middle of the woods.
My windshield feels a few drops pouring down my cheek
(but don't worry cause in "Gan Yisoel", sun or shine, we are
always dry). 
Here is when the campers finally get to meet my cousins
"Berry" and "Blastin Blue". The campers started collecting
wood to feed the bears, and bonfires to scare away the
birds. I was so tired after such a long day I was going to
park in "Double Decker's" double muffler size bed, but if
he finds out boy will he have my engine. [Yawn.... good
night.]
Ding - a - ling - a - ling - ding.... what?! It's 2:00 in the
morning?! "Hello?... Yes it's me "Big Yella" ... You what? All
the campers are taking showers? ... Their hot dogs are

cold?... And their pillows are hot?... Their flashlights are
wet?... You want me to come over and take them home? ...
Right now?" 
I wasn't sure if my phone wire was broken from getting
struck by thunder or crashed by lightning.  I zoomed over
to the camping site and found my cousins soaked, and
some bearded monkeys were jumping under a clown cos-
tume, while singing and dancing. I didn't know if it was
really a color war break out or maybe it was a fake storm! 
All the campers were sitting on the "Blues" and were sleep-
walking and sleep talking into each other (I even saw one
doing a sleeping "koole"). 
My cousin apologized for waking me up so early in the
middle of the other side of the day, and for the miscommu-
nicated timing of the non- annoying reveille tape. However
the circumstances were franticly urging the call, and of
course it was the fault of the H.C.'s. After the creepy night-
mare stories, and hot dog exploding stomachaches, the
astounding voices of Krias Shema were abruptly disturbed
by some uninvited wet creatures being dropped into the
fabulous freshly fixed fireplaces and non-existent mushy
marshmallows. By the way, dew is sometimes wet. (Oh,
and they also crept into the already wet sleeping bags but
that doesn't count.) Together came some light bulbs being
turned on and off with drums beating in the background (it
might've been the staff play). 
The sleepwalking campers were woken up when they
bumped into me. Ouch! To make a long story short I'll say
it in the amount of time it takes to get from 5 minutes to 10
sec on the P.A. ... Goodnight campers goodnight coun-
selors and sweet dreams with a "Beevowak (whatever that
means) to Remember".
I forgot to ask; do you know who I am?
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I was very scared and uptight. It sends chills down my nose every time I think
about it. Webster getting arrested on suspicions of 'Concealed Falafel Balls'.
'NO I DIDN'T.' 'YES YOU DID.' 'NO I DIDN'T.' 'YES YOU DID.' 'I tell you
officer - I did not do it,' 'You have the right to remain silent or scream out
Color War!' Wow! That was a good breakout - I think it wasn't even a real
arrest. I knew it the whole time, because if it was real, Webster would be
doing the backstroke right now. And officer Porter didn't apologize - so it was
fake. But the police car was definitely real, I think. And the lights were flash-
ing. I could even hear them as the patrol car was approaching. After the
ecstatic memorable moments of intense extreme joy and jubilation amongst
song, dance and drama, we Bentched, and when we finished Bentching I
realized that I had just bentched. I dramatically descended upon the Shul,
hoping to show off my acting experiences so that I might be able to get into
the Halacha Speech, or something like that. The next thing I know I'm being
screamed at that this war is not really a fight- it's just a nice way of getting
along easier, during a battle. Then I realized they split my bunk in 2 halves.
Man! At least they spared my counselor. With the curtains closed behind the
man screaming - I was sure waiting for Night Activity. But then these guys
whom I had ironically previously personally identified them as counselors
burst out in red white and blue shirts (very patriotic to our governor and mail-
man). Except that the white shirts were underneath the red and blue ones, but
still visible despite the extra protection of knee-guards and helmets in case of
military clashes. Next, they tell us to salute to both winning generals.  Now
that's pathetic, apparently. Both generals can't win!? Especially before they
even start fighting! (Nicely, of course.) Even my little baby doesn't know of
such things! Even more so - the two generals were even dancing with each
other in public - without no peace treaty negotiations or anything. They
should get the noble peace prize in front of the entire camp. Then somebody
told me that the two themes of the two teams are explaining how a chossid
felt to stand in front of the Rebbe (Im HaRebbe), and that even now when we
don't see the Rebbe we must continue to work hard to give the Rebbe Nachas
(BeKoach Atzmoy). The curtains closed. I mean, by themselves, unless some-
one was pulling them from behind, and that's when I almost flipped. A doc-
tor was performing a real live surgery on stage, except that it wasn't real, it

was just false, for sure, since they were pulling out approximately anything
you could think about from his appendix system. It was grossingly exciting
and teeth grinding. Then they closed the curtains, due to the heroic images
previously exhibited, and put on a spectacular painting performance, only
without the proper pre-conceived layout and blueprints. Sort of turned out
looking like a bunch of smushed tomatoes. It was a painting contest of the
ages, for all ages. We davened a rock smashing solid Ma'ariv and were all
hyped up for the next set of embarrassing moments. The curtains parted, and
so did the people on stages brains of intellect and logic. They conversed
about President Abraham Clinton and the Secretary of Church and State, they
didn't discuss sports 'cuz they didn't watch the radio. To make matters worse,
in the next scene they were marrying each other off. It was a seriously funny
wedding and canopy. People forgot to turn themselves off prior to the Chupa
and they started ringing and dancing like a phone in my head. Only the
phone was in their head. Da Da Da Dada Da Da Dada. And that's when the
Kalla passed out. I think because the grandmother was holding real balloons
instead of fake candles. That's what happens when you're grandmas got a
blue tooth instead of a gold tooth. Talking phones. Camera phones. People
phones. Try it. After those dramas called scavengers under my belt, I headed
straight to the infirmary to setup the next appointment with my physiologist,
on the way I stopped by my bunk and fell asleep, head first. The next morn-
ing I woke up since I luckily had tied a sock around my bedpost to commem-
orate the exodus of Egypt. Luckily, in Mishnayos Ba'al Peh, I did so good, that
not only didn't I double it, triple it or quadruple it, but I actually singled my
quota. (Quota means a chunk, I suppose). Then I doubled it and got caffeine-
free prizes. Boy did we shuckel up a storm by that Shacharis. There was Laffy-
Taffy and all flavors of grizzly bars flying and in every direction. After all, this
is a war-zone. Then the Halachos were discussed. First - that you're supposed
to prepare for Shabbos all by yourself, even if you're financially comfortably
well off etc. and you can afford to invest in 200 servants, like cutting a piece
of wood in half with a hand saw. And second, that on Shabbos one may only
choose the good from the bad, not vice versa or versa vice (or, vice versa).
Apparently, that means not to choose the bad from the good. Like a rotten
apple from the gooder apples. We ate breakfast together separately, equally
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dividing each Cheerio and pancake, just to be fair and judgmental, indeed. I
learned in learning class learning-material that I had never priorly learnt
before, previously. And then was team time. That's when your team spends
time together playing with grass and sticks and dirt and freezpops. And we
also learnt our teams' theme song. Its all about our teams' theme, I suppose,
we ate lunch and lived happily ever after. Until we had to publicly sing our
song to the judges and to others (2468 for that). Then was team sports, which
needed a lot of talented and experienced team effort for us to lose the game,
plus lose our voices. The Chayus was extraordinary rigorous and generous.
We Davened Mincha on the bleachers in front of the A-Frame - probably
because the Shul was part of Webster's crime scene and there was police
activity going on or something. Then I hear some one say it's the 'Grand Play'
in the shul - what is that, an all-star tournament or something? Instead it was
only another Drama series. Except it was major- with backdrops, rafters, cur-
tains, props, tables, real costumes, lights, cameras and action! The actors
were crying and sobbing, partially very emotionally and partially because
they realized that the snowy popcorn wasn't salted properly. And the second
play starred king Edward the First, King Edward the Second, King Edward the
Third and the Forth, and their sons, the Princes of Lukshinberg. The family of
Royal blood. Eating carrots could mean forfeiting that blood.  We clapped
and gasped as the curtains were drawn - totally in suspense and darkness. Oh
woops - the play was over, in the royal palace, what a Majestic mountain.
After operation Ma'ariv, I was totally knocked out. By my counselor. He told
me to get into bed for another long battlefield tomorrow. I had a weird scary
dream about blue and red streamers getting caught in ceiling fans and flying
into shreds to all four corners of the world. I awoke to the smell of my sock
falling on my head. I then realized it was time for Mishnayos Ba'al Peh again.
I kept singin' that song in my brain 'if you are crazy - you are lazy' until I
finally gathered the encouragement to implement my memorization faculties
utilizing my capabilities to their maximization. And guess what? I did my
Quota amount again - double two times. It just stuck in my head, 'till this very
day. They don't call me 'the velcro kid' for no reason. We Davened Shacharis
with much devotion and Kavana for those Bisslis. Then the Shul became ele-
vated and completely transformed - into a pet shop. Pandas eating celery, a
talking parrot-kete, a cow, and lots of monkey business. The pet shop owner
was even capable of catching real live fish, from his fish tank. And you can't
cause pain to any animals. Also, if Cholent is very shtark, it's probably pipen'
hot, straight from the pot, hit the spot, can't be forgot, shtark. V'imru Amein.
Not too late, not too early. Just say Amein at the right time. Please and thank
you. Thank you. For passing the milk, it was such a delicious breakfast that I
almost forgot to wipe my hands with my shirt. But instead I just used my
pants, they always work, indeed. We Bentched so well that by the time my
team added up all the sugar-grams and artificial flavors we earned- it tremen-
dously exceeded our expectations, demanding us to forfeit our rest period
and head straight into our learning class tables. Ouch! That hurts. My learn-
ing teacher reminded us to be nice to each other - it's only a real color war -
not a fake real war. And at team time, I learned how to make paper airplanes
fly airborne, not just nose-dives. And also our teams Alma-matter. Alma I
think means 'why', in Aramaic. So like why matter? It's not a real war, as
above mentioned, and anyways - the song always go something like this: "I

will make a promise - the flagpole you I will miss, Gan Yisrael I love you, and
you love me too". We presented it beautiful. We were flat on key - a perfect
score. We were applauded and the old ladies who looked like judges, who
couldn't hear us or see us, told us to 2-4-6-8-. Basically, we then gobbled
down lunch like there was no tomorrow (anyways it was lazy day) and high-
ly pitched, we harmonized a rendition of grace after meals, scoring once
again, an amazing perfect 10.5 points on the Richter scale. During the races,
we lost since I tripped on my shoelaces, which incidentally were tied to my
friend. How in the upright mind of a two-legged human being would you
expect but a young lad as myself to win a 4-legged race? We won in Chayus
though and that's the primary aspect of my color war exercises and expertise.
I saved room for the pizza to fit in my stomach by supper so I was walking
around like a hungry turtle when I heard that mechanics had come to camp
to fix a serious breakfast. They even dressed us up like cereals and greasy peo-
ple, to see who could eat with more manners. There were tires all over the
place, for the purpose of using them as bowls for cereal and milk, and a big
fork and knife to pry open the hood of the car. There was an actual-size toast-
er with real wooden toasted bread slices with butter and grease smeared all
over for special affects. General L.T. couldn't control his sense of smell and
burst out of an actual size Sport Utility Vehicle, suspended in midair, asking
for a bowl of cereal and some chocolate milk, and a mop to help clean up
the greasy mess. (Apparently, Webster was borrowing the greasy jumpsuit
from him for the summer). That's when all the action started - General S.S.
even popped out of the smokin' toaster - exhibiting his skills at evacuating a
burning electronic device. He was like a burning-bush, burning but not get-
ting consumed. We sang our songs, jumping left to right, backwards & for-
wards, up & down, and right to left. The chayus was like static in the air,
except without the radio waves, since we were dripping like waves on a sub-
merged surfboard. Finally, they did the grammen and O.M.D.L. bestowed us
with his cantorial voice of a chazzan. And let us all say…Good night. The
next morning, I got dressed in my raincoat, umbrella, rain boots, poncho,
cap, and an M-16 semi-automatic super soaker B-2 water-gun, well equipped
to eliminate potential aquatic warfare, including water balloons and negel
vaser shisels. Because when they announce the winners of color war, I want
to be neutral. I think that what I mean is that I don't want to get wet, but I
want to get everybody else wet. Splaaaash! Someone just drenched me from
top to bottom. Now I'm sopping wet, I think. Even my binoculars got water-
damaged. …'And the winners of both winning teams Im HaRebbe and
BeKoach Atsmoy'…again with the 2 winners - are we in denial?! 'None other
then'…Spplaaaaasssh! The judges just got their judge shirts
dampened…'None other then…the team that won by 3 halfs of ¼ of 5/8 of a
fracture of 6 points!'…Is there a reason I myself are soaked albeit my uniform
while everybody else is stark dry? 'The winners are…the team that won!'…
Good for them, but apparently I need to know more details, like real-life
name of team, team color etc…'The team of… Im
HaRebbe'…Splaaaaaaaaaash dreeeeench sooaaaked weeeet
sooooopppped…..I'm doing the backfloat in the flagpole area…I knew I for-
got my life jacket and my flippers…I knew it the whole time…
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How did it all start? Let me think…. Oh! Yes that's it, I remember now. It
was right before lights out. They all came running in, very excited about
something really special. Something was up their sleeves...and down
their noses… The excitement was palpable.
At the beginning it was all to noisy to pick up any info. Especially that
the place where I was, wasn't the greatest to pick up anything…
Anyway, they were all talking about tonight's night activity, judgment
night, between counselors and campers, ya'know, when the campers
accuse the staff of stealing their socks, eating their nosh, and forcing
them on runaways. And then the winner is camper M.L… his prize…a
sign…? GRAND TRIP!! Huh? Already? But camp has just begun! And I
was never unpacked yet!!
Oh! There goes my mistake again! I forgot to introduce myself. You see,
with out telling you who I am, you would've never guessed. So to make
a short story long,
I'm Shmerl, the bathing suit. (Huh?) Yup. That's right. Shmerl's my name.
And it's a long story how fortunate I was to land in Mendy's suitcase. But
ever since I was packed into the suitcase, I was never taken out (along
with Mendy's soap n' shampoo). One second…am I hearing right?!
'everyone must pack a flashlight, garbage bag, change of clothes, sweat-
shirt, camera, no towel (I knew it the whole time), and … BATHING
SUIT!!!!!' (Huh?!)
Yay!! I'm finally getting removed from this very stuffy place. I better start
saying farewell to my friends (that I've spent the last 3 weeks with);
Pinchas the pants, Shimon the shirt, Simcha the socks, Tuvia the tooth-
brush and, the most emotional of all, my mentor, my teacher, professor
(tooth) paste. So as I am getting ready for this journey of a lifetime, an
unexpected sudden stream of light appears, (which was needed very
badly since last closing procedure, done by none other then Mendys
mommy herself) and lo and behold! Mendy's hand, tenderly and loving-
ly takes hold of me. Either way, lets get on with the packing events.

Apparently, as the counselor is giving out bags, Mendy for some crazy
reason, has decided that it's more convenient, instead of packing me up,
to carry me along the whole grand trip.
Boy!  you should've seen  the other bathing suit's reaction upon seeing
Mendy's decision(they're just jealous)…I was so excited!!! So up I went,
on to the bus sitting and feeling like I was on top of the world.  

After a very exciting bus ride, with H.C.S.P,  mic. In hand Who
gave us full time entertainment (which includes, show 'n tell, capture the
counselor, listen to train tracks, 'Test your voice', create a new dictionary
and an unlimited amount of stories and something which is called 'hak
in chainik' (or something of the like), we finally made our grand arrival
to the biggest, most modern (so said E.C.A.D.O.M.W) bowling alley in
Michigan. it even had bowling balls and pins!
Wow! What a scene. Bumpers going up and down when ever you decid-
ed (oh that sucks! Now I can't drive Mendy's counselor nuts about the
bumpers), rolling however many balls you wanted, where ever you want-
ed. (By the way, Mendy broke the record of throwing 6 balls in one turn,
with triple bumper protection, and still missing 3 pins…! Now that's
what I call talent!)
Before you know it, we are munching our personally selected fast food
award winning- sandwiches (the sand part wasn't optional), and then
back to our buses, for a  great grand mall hunt!!
Boy! You should've seen the faces of the security guards, as we were
marching into the mall. (130 kids, single file line ..! quite a scene.) They
even had steam coming out of their socks! One of them even started
wishing everybody happy birthday, when he saw everybody wearing the
birthday hats and the party poopers!.
Running around, trying on everything on sight, and asking everyone i
met to make a kulah (or something like that) , made me feel very 'nor-
mal'.
On my way out (thank the almighty) I was greeted by something that
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sounded like a pirate yell! I look up, and… oh my!? What's L.D.L.T fly-
ing 100 ft. high in the air, and screaming something about some sandi-
witches and his dearest stomach?! (In my entire whole discombobulated
life, I've never heard someone scream so loud!)  And if that's not enough,
on his way down, he made 32 and a half tumbersaluts, then doing the
crash landing services on the man-in-charge's head!  (boy, we really did
sanctify his name…) 
Right back on to the buses, to a unique, mini, custom made, never
before, first in history, brand new, never ever used , (what other words
did H.C.S.S use to describe it ..?) none other than Bounceville!!
Oh what a scene, seeing H.C.S.P hanging upside down in the grand,
exquisite twinkle Velcro tower-wall! then it was my (our) turn, and seems
like…huho… they forgot to take us off the Velcro…!(Mendy's face was
purple, red and a pinch of green turning blue by the time they remem-
bered us…
I decided to try a more tranquilized ride. We spotted the 'awesome
blowout racing partners inc. Basically the way it works, is that you sort
of get tied up to a very strechy-elastic-resilient rope, and at the count of
4, you race! And believe it or not, but I really won!!(ups, I almost forgot
to tell you, that the rope wasn't really connected, so as I was racing
Mendy's counselor, I sort of flew-and-landed on the waiting line of kids.
Then we were handed/served/took (snatched) a very scrumptious supper.
And as Mendy was sitting down in order to dig into it, H.C.C.D.W gave
something that sounded like a   lions roar,(with some words in it) saying
that we should eat it on the bus.
Off we went. That's it, this must be the end of the famous grand trip.
Sniff… that's it. I mean, I had a good time and stuff like that, but I thought
I was going to get a bit wetter!! Anyways, as I was trying to make the best
out of things, and trying to get some sleep, H.C.S.P decided that enter-
tainment was called for again…(oh yes gaga!) and started telling us about
health, and one of the main structures of health, is taking showers.(ok, so
we are getting wet…)
And then, all of a sudden, we pulled up on top of a hill, called Kadoozy
hill. where there was a great , fancy, big, cool, massive resort area and
low and behold, right before my very own eyes, I see a grand massive,
humongous, inmensive, brand new, custom made for CGI (so claimed
L.D.Y.H) indoor water park!
Oh! What a scene!  I've never seen so many indoor slides before in my
entire life!!!
Being that Mendy didn't have a bag, we were the first one's in the whole,
entire water park!
Not knowing were to go, and it was somehow raining on my head, I
decided to wait for everyone else, to see what they would do first. boy,
that seemed like a very good idea at the beginning. Most kids ran straight
to the surfing/who can swallow more water/who can hold on to it for less
time/who can run over the life guard/ ride. So we followed along. And

waited, and waited and waited, (by that time we were sopping from head
to toe, and we hadn't gone to a single slide yet! ) until Mendys best
friend, decided to be nice and help us casually take our place that was
being 'saved' for us up front.(second place) so for the first time in
My life, down i go, screaming for my mommy and my friend Pini to
come save me and get me out of this scary and endless spooky (some-
thing called) wave, when suddenly out of nowhere, up in the air I went,
about 200 ft. high. And before I knew it, I was on a tube,  spinning
around in this humonugs so-called-vertigo toilet bowl! After about 15
spins, (you know, Mendy ain't heavy enough…) someone overweight
pushed us through and out I was  to a lazy river, and a bunch of very
busy-clapping-people… 
I remembered something about the lifeguard saying a rule about using a
tube in the lazy river… but it semmed that no one heard him say such a
thing  as I was casually flipped by mendy's friend and we started playing
hide n' seek from the life guard.the river was sooo lazy, that it didn't even
join us in our game…! Bang! Oh! I guess the river is fed up with us…so
up to the race track i go with Mendy to race his counselor. 
As usual I made two mistakes 1-i didn't wait for the go signal, 2-I held
the slider matt backwards, and..oh no! here we go…  sliding on this
crazy long-who-knows-what, at 186 mph  (or so claimed the speedome-
ter) blazing my stomach on  this 'race your buddy' blown-of-a-ride. A
'bit' scratched up, chilly, cold, frosty, well, a bit more than that, (I think
its called shwivering) I made my way to this hot tub where all the very
devoted staff were heating themselves out, (which by the way, it remind-
ed of my hot bath tub at home, sniff…!) I gave a swift /hasty jump, and
splashhh…. All the staff are out…! Its starting to feel a little bit to hot.
Which reminds me of the time I was trying to mix the cholent  in the pot,
but the pot decided to mix me instead!. All of a sudden, something that
sounded like a fire alarm went of, but wait!? -Were you ever in a mabul??
Well, neither was I-, but here I was ( under a roof), with 3700 gallons of
water casually crash landing on my-already-knocked-out body. But, no
time to feel any pain, as we were casually and kindly being led out of the
water park into the changing rooms. I thought that was the end of all the
dizziness, but was I wrong!! You see, apparently some very smart
inteligentistic man came up with an invention,(a machine) which is sup-
posed to make stuff like me, really dry. But he missed one detail, because
this made me really frow up! (mendy didn't seem to notice this time, he
was to busy trying to clean up the mess I did.
But one thing for sure, after this 3 (and three quarters)-minutes-round-
the-world-ride, I felt dry enough to ride back to CGI's lovely and cozy
and comfy and snug and inviting grounds, head for the bunk house, kiss
the mezuza, hit the sack, say Krias shmah, and thank my mommy for
sending Mendy with me to the greatest camp in the whole entire wide
world, and giving me the greatest time of my whole life!!
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Everything in camp runs the same, year after year, but

some things I just don't seem to understand:

Why do three wild turkeys show up in camp at exactly

6:00am (camp time)?

Who are the "Willsons", living next door to camp?

What makes the sand in "Quick Sand Lake" any

different than the sand in camp's lake?

Why didn't the architect finish building the shul?

Where is the first half of the eighteen- wheeler truck?

Why is there a dog house in a camp with only one cat?

How did the trailers fit through the trees?

How are the words on the shul hanging in mid-air?

Which is further - Grayling or Kalkaska?

Why is there a fire station where there are no        

houses?

Why do bunk Alef and Beis get porches?

Why can't all the bunks be on one side of camp?

How come there is a beach in front of the

A-frame and no other part of the lake?

What does camp have against chairs?

Why doesn't Webster ever really quit?

What makes it "R' Itche's Guest Lounge" if there is 

no "R' Itche", and there are no guests?

What makes them the "valley cabins"?

Who plays in the Volley Ball Court behind canteen?

Usually "A's" don't come with sides!

Why can't camp just stick to the regular time?

Why do the bunkhouse numbers start by the "Valley 

Cabins"? 

Why do the numbers go by fives?

Why are two learning classes mosquito free?

Why are the only air conditioned rooms in camp, the 

refrigerators?

Why does camp have so many picnic tables if we only

BBQ on the overnight?

….So many questions, no-one to ask….
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T.T.T.O. Achas Sho'alti (MBD)

Standing in line, deep in thought
Reliving a summer he'll never forget
Those few weeks that he did spend
To him, so much they meant

Starting with the brachah he received
From the Rebbe, before he did leave
In camp, with the Rebbe living always
By davening and bentching each day

Those farbrengens we had
The hachlatos we made
The songs that we sang
In my heart will always remain

As he passes the Rebbe
His voice chokes with tears
"Rebbe, oy Rebbe
Thank you for a summer so dear"

E

Snuggled by the fireplace one lonely winter night
Skimming through fond memories of good times as a child
The fire melts away the years, as I find myself once more
Sitting by a fire - but this time I'm not alone

My counselor is sitting beside me
My bunkmates are singing nearby
With heartfelt concern he speaks to me
The words that changed my life

How it pains my heart to realize that
Those times are forever gone
Oh, where would I be, if it weren't for you
Gan Yisroel - I love you!

E

T.T.T.O. of Ke'ayal Taarog (Tzlil V'Zemer)

As he sits upon the hill, the camper's mind roams free
To thoughts of a summer filled with fun
A summer, a summer yet to be
As he rises to greet the day, together with the sun
His wandering mind travels back, and camp has just begun

"I'll play, I'll laugh, I'll learn, such fun will fill my day
Friendships forged, and friends anew I'll meet along the way
My counselor teaching me, the Rebbe's at my side
Guiding every Jew
Ad Mosai  we shout out loud, giving us strength anew"

His counselor's voice beckons him from thoughts so far away
"The bus is full, go take your seat
We're going home, we're going home today"
As the camper looks with tears, his ticket in his hand
"What could have happened to my dream, I do not understand…

"The A Frame stands against the sky, surrounded by the clouds
The bunk stands so cold and bare, and the lake makes no sound
But I can smile as we leave, as hard as it may seem
Knowing that I'll be back next year, and relive my dream"

I'll play I’ll laugh…

E

T.T.T.O. Sharm El Sheikh (Jo Amar)

Alone as a camper, I stood on the side
The fear of my first year I just could not hide
But warmth of their friendship, in joining the games
Their spirit engulfed me, a part I became

The chayus at bentching, starting each day with Yechi
Chassidishe surroundings, inspiring me
Ahavas Yisroel, the flag flying proud in the breeze
Where else can I find this - oh, how can I leave?

The new things I've learnt here mean so much to me
Without Gan Yisroel, oh, where would I be?
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Dear friends that I made here, I can only cry
The end is approaching, I must say goodbye

"Goodbye Gan Yisroel, farewell to our wonderful times
How much will I miss what I'm leaving behind
I'm making a promise, your lessons I will not forsake -
A much better person of me they will make"

E

T.T.T.O. Nachamu (Tzlil V'Zemer)

A small tree grows, it's immature
Yet raised with so much care
For these young years will set the way
The fate of its life does lie here

A group of trees are specially raised
Owned by the Nossi HaDor
With devotion and care to young children
With his love, in the machaneh they grow

"How lucky I am, that I chose to be here
In the Rebbe's camp, never elsewhere
With pride I stand, as the Rebbe guides me
In his chinuch I'll grow, his chossid I'll be…

"In Gan Yisroel, he's instilled in my heart
A connection that never can part
In Gan Yisroel, he's instilled in my heart
A connection that never can part"

E

T.T.T.O. Together Forever (Yeedle)

As I stand at the overgrown site, I could only sigh
"Whatever happened to this spirited camp?
Oh, the memories of summers gone by!"

Reflecting on my years at Gan Yisroel
An experience unmatched in its kind
I remember how the Rebbe walked through these fields

Those moments still etched in my mind

He walked here beside us
Instilling within us the drive to achieve
The chayus he gave us
We knew of the berachos our camp would receive

And now as I visit at Gan Yisroel
My thoughts are a lifetime away
I wonder how a new generation will grow -
Will the same chayus fill each one's day?

As my day with you campers draws to its close
What I see here allays all my fears
It's clear to me now that the Rebbe lives on
His visit has spanned all these years

He still walks beside us
Instilling within us the drive to achieve
The chayus he gives us
We know that these berachos our camp still receives

E

T.T.T.O. Bilvovi (Amudai Shaish)

Slowly, my eyes do wander
Along this magnificent shore
A scene so tranquil, it moves me -
Can one really ask for more?

Recalling the day I first came here
Just a few weeks ago
Time passed me by so swiftly
Together with camp I did grow

Oh, who can forget those Friday nights -
Remember the flag flying high -
The presence of the Rebbe, felt so near
To me, these things are so dear
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Precious and joyous, this summer spent here
A spirit that will never die
It hurts and pains, still I must say
"Goodbye, Gan Yisroel, goodbye"

E

T.T.T.O. Bilvovi (Amudai Shaish)

As the sun sets over the hilltops
Its last rays turn into night
My emotions well up inside me
An end to this summer so bright

These past few days have been different
Yet comfort I managed to find
Now this last Shabbos we've entered
My feelings I just cannot hide

His arm on my shoulder, farbrenging with me
A chossid he tells me to be
A chassidishe niggun he sings me to sleep
"Gan Yisroel, I can't help but weep"

As Shabbos moves on, my memories rush by
Like torrents of water, without end
The warmth and the closeness, the life and the joy
Of Shabbosim in camp that I've spent

The sun sets over the hilltops
Shabbos has come and gone
I feel so relieved and uplifted
For these memories will always live on

His arm on my shoulder, farbrenging with me
A chossid he tells me to be
A chassidishe niggun he sings me to sleep
"Gan Yisroel, your memories I keep"

E

T.T.T.O. Avinu Malkeinu Choneinu Va'aneinu

Dear Robert, let me describe to you
Of this summer I lived as a Jew
You'll see that I've changed - I can never be the same -
Oh, how I wish you were here too

My life did not seem in control
Empty, no meaning or goal
How helpless I felt - where could I turn for help
To feel the void and thirst in my soul?

Rob, I found it here
With chassidim who really care
With achdus and love, faith in the One Above
They've lifted me out of despair

But it's the Rebbe about whom I'll speak
He makes this camp so unique
His concern for each Jew, it doesn't matter who
Brings my soul comfort and peace

Here, davening and learning are stressed
Singing Shabbos together, I love best
Gan Yisroel, you've taught me a chossid to be -
Robert, please come and join me!

But it's the Rebbe…

E

T.T.T.O. Niggun L’Shabbos V’Yom Tov

To camp I'll be leaving soon
I look towards the Rebbe's room
How empty, how lonely it seems

The bochurim, they hide no grief
A dollar they've not received
The Rebbe's camp - oh, what will it be?

But soon I am taken -
Through mishnayos, through farbrengens
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Through his picture that I constantly hold -
To a world where I feel that the Rebbe is so near
Before me the Rebbe I behold

"Oy Rebbe, Oy Rebbe, mein heiliker tatte
You've always been with us in a guf doh lematah
Rebbe, I love you - you know how I need you -
The pain is just too much to bear…

"As I look towards your picture, my eyes fill with tears -
Your comforting smile, so warm and so near -
I feel how you love me, you'll always be with me
I know that I'm never alone"

E

T.T.T.O. Keil Elyon-Poilishe Nigun

"Tattenyu, I'm Berele your boy
We're shluchim in this lonely town
Will I ever be what the Rebbe wants of me
If no one can show me how?…

"But today, I'm in Gan Yisroel -
A new world opens for me -
So many boys my age with whom friends to be
Gladness and joy fills my heart"

Oh, chassidim together with the heart of one man
Singing in prayer as only they can
With wamth and devotion our camp is alive
Raising our spirits so high

"Oh, Gan Yisroel, you've given me new life
You've shown me the road, you've lit for me the light
I'll carry your torch wherever I go
Till the world becomes Gan Yisroel"

E

T.T.T.O. Oh Dovid (J.E.P. vol. II)

On a busy Manhattan street corner
A young boy approaches a man
"Excuse me, sir, but would you like to put on
The tefillin I have in my hand?"

As the man starts refusing his offer
A dazed look does enter his eye
As he remembers a place that he'd loved
He breaks down and starts to cry

"Oh Gan Yisroel, I cry out in pain
It hurts to realize how far I have strayed
Ideals that you set, the friends that I met
Oh, why did I cast them aside…

"The Shabbos in camp, the songs that we sang
Resounding "Ad Mosai"s, how loud they rang
I cry for those days - young man, let's embrace
Then please find me some tefillin of my own"

E

T.T.T.O. Aromimcha Hashem

I shed a single tear
One day, every year
Silent, empty, suddenly alone
When all of you go home

Near Kalkaska I wait
Around the glistening lake
Yearning to hear a mishnah by heart
Oh, why do we have to part

Oh, just one more bentching to hear
Before those buses appear
Oh, how will I bear it when there is no light
In the dining room, Friday night

But looking at you as I finish this song
I know I'm coming along
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Deep in your hearts I've kindled a flame
'Cause Gan Yisroel is my name

E

T.T.T.O. Shifchi Kamayim

Late Friday evening, Camp Simcha is ringing
Excitement seems to fill the air
But Chaim's just sitting, untouched by the singing
And on his cheek, lies a tear

His friends try to cheer him, but he just won't hear them
Instead he's just sitting alone
"But Chaim, oh why, oh why do you cry
Why don't you feel just at home"

"Oh, friends, I know just how you feel
But still, my wound you don't heal
For those precious memories, my heart does burn
For you, Gan Yisroel, I yearn…

"The closeness of friends I did find
Sweet thoughts of you fill up my mind
But friends, just listen, please have no fear
For in Gan Yisroel we'll meet next year"

E

T.T.T.O. of Klimovitcher Niggun (Nichoach)

The Rebbe gives a message out, he's leaving 770
His destination Gan Yisroel, with chassidim following
Throughout his years of holy work, he never takes a moment's rest
To see his camp, precious hours on the road he spends

The Rebbe shows his concern for every little thing
"Keep the lake safe, tip the waiters, add another swing-
For a healthy guf will make a healthier neshamah
With warmth of chassidus we will be like one mishpachah"

Every day, every hour, in the Rebbe's care
Every camper is his child whom he holds so dear

I learn and play in Gan Yisroel, in the Rebbe's home
He'll surely see to it that as his chossid I will grow

In years bygone, Lubavitch was the cradle of chassidim
Now the grounds of Gan Yisroel carry on this mission
Until the day we'll greet Moshiach very speedily
Proudly marching as his soldiers on to victory

E
T.T.T.O. Mi Armia Admora

Amongst all the mountains, there's one that always glows
Amongst all the fountains, there's one that always flows
Amongst all the lights, there's one that always shines
And there are always those times that will never leave my mind

Gan Yisroel is the mountain that will always glow
Chassidus is the fountain that will always flow
Achdus is the light that will always shine
And the summer is a time that will never leave my mind

Machaneh Gan Yisroel so proudly does stand
As we all salute the Rebbe, as we follow his command
We'll truly be connected the way the Rebbe meant it
Through summer '65 in Gan Yisroel Detroit!

E

T.T.T.O. Acheinu (Abie Rottenberg)

Amongst majestic mountains, a nation stands alone
An ending to their exile, a promise of a home
Pondering their destiny, gazing at the setting sun
Moshe stands so strong, B'nei Yisroel's Ro’eh Nemon

He sees Eretz Yisroel, a splendid golden view
Listening intensely to HaKodosh Boruch Hu
"My dear servant Moshe, for you to enter this great land
The Dor Hamidbar from redemption forever will be banned"

"Hashem, please take my life from me
My people, they must live to see
The coming of Moshiach, and the Mikdash HaShlishi
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Please pass them down through the doros
And give a Nossi my kochos
To lead them to geulah in this year of Niflaos"

(tune without words)

Standing at the Ohel, so faithful and so strong
Pleading for a nation that has waited much too long
Filling with courage, caring for them day by day
The Rebbe, our Moshe, stands and proudly leads the way

B'nei Yisroel, hear our cry - thundering voices, "Ad Mosai"
And join the million forces, as we're marching side by side
The Rebbe lighting up the way, the geulah we will have today
The promise of redemption in this year of Niflaos D’Geula

E

T.T.T.O. Ach Leilokim Domi Nafshi

The packed shul is waiting for Kol Nidrei
The Rebbe is coming, but stops on his way
A group of talmidim he must see
The Birkas HaBonim to them he gives
With tear-filled eyes he asks Hashem
"A sweet year send to them"

Hours on end at Farbrengen he sits
Torah he teaches, it flows from his lips
With simple and wise he spends his time
A lesson for all to follow he finds
Speaking to his children, so dear to him
With his light he is guiding them

A Yid to the Rebbe is his only concern
The love for his children in his heart does burn
The burden of our problems with love he bears
In our joy he laughs, our pain he feels
Hours he stands for his children's needs
Thousands of letters till dawn he reads
Beyond human limits he will reach
His life for his children he gives

E

T.T.T.O. Niggun Shabbos VeYomtov (Nichoach 15/1/2)

Crowds are gathered, hours pass, the line stretches miles
The Rebbe stands alone to greet each one with smiles
Privileged so, to stand before his noble gaze
He strives for a connection to last throughout his days

And though I am bereft, the example that you left lives on
Your needs you sacrificed to bring each one so close
The hand you waved sent shluchim to their posts
The concern you showed us taught me how to care

To kindle a spark in every Jewish soul
Revealing its essence, is fulfilling your goal
Your ratzon I vow to do, for I know like never before
That it means so much to you

I feel your strength, you've shown me by your deeds
I know how to find the hiskashrus that I need
By taking each neshamah hand in hand, in your ways
Until each one understands

Now I'm certain forever, you'll be part of me
I am sure, very soon, Tatte, you I'll see

E

T.T.T.O. Ach Leilokim Domi Nafshi

Sitting and thinking, he tries to understand
A picture of the Rebbe he holds in his hand
Reminding him, of times that he spent, times that he went
Those moments with the Rebbe, engraved in his mind
He looks at the picture and cries…

"Rebbe, I know that you are still with me
Guiding me, watching me, in all that I do -
But a child needs his father to be with him together
To feel the connection strong and true!"
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How long must we wait to see our Rebbe once again
Ad Mosai, till when, Ad Mosai, Hashem
Moshiach you must send, this golus to end
And we'll be with our Rebbe again

E

T.T.T.O. Niggun Shabbos VeYomtov (Sefer HaNiggunim 96)

A tear runs down from his cheek
"Oh Hashem, it's another week -
Shabbos is passing, the Rebbe did not speak…"

Days, weeks, then months go by
How long must your children cry
Beseeching, demanding, "Ad Mosai, it's enough!"

Where is that hand to which millions do come
Where is the voice that unites us all as one?
Our hearts pouring out as we cry to Hashem
"The Rebbe zol zein gezunt, and be with us again!"

On Sunday a man arrives
With hope in his troubled eyes
"Excuse me, please tell me, the Rebbe's help I seek -

"I've come to the Rebbe's door
His berachah I need once more…"
Unanswered, he lifts his eyes, and desperately does cry

Where is that hand…

E

T.T.T.O. R' Hillel Paritcher's Niggun (Nichoach 4/1/2)

"Dear G-d, I am just a little boy
They say my prayers can be felt on high
Father in Heaven, listen to my cry -

"At his window I daven every day
With a broken heart, yet with faith
I know that the Rebbe is so near…

"Oh please, Hashem, it hurts me so
I cannot see my Rebbe, his face aglow
How long must he suffer -
How long can our father be in pain -
Unite us with our Rebbe once again!"

Yechi Adoneinu, the Rebbe will return
No longer will he suffer, no longer will we yearn
That day is coming closer, that day is very near
When the Rebbe will be with us once again

On that day we will laugh, on that day we will sing
Our joy will know no bounds, for we'll be with our king
The Rebbe's door will open, and he'll smile to us children
For the Rebbe will be with us once again

Oh please, Hashem…

E

T.T.T.O. Ani Maamin (JEP vol. III)

With a Tehillim he sat through the night
Pondering deeply into his plight
The Rebbe's image in front of his eyes
"Oh, where is Moshiach," he sighs

Three times a day, we would have the great zechus
The Nossi HaDor would come daven with us
"How can I live when a Shabbos goes by
Without a Farbrengen," he cries

"Oh Rebbe, oh Rebbe, we need you -
Hashem, Hashem, Keil Rachum -
We're sick of this golus, can't bear any more
Why don't You open the door…

"Your children are yearning to be with You -
How long can this golus continue!
Bring the geulah, fulfilling Your vow
To bring Moshiach right now"
Oh Rebbe…

E
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T.T.T.O. Niggun Simchah ("Marching Forth With Noble Pride")

Anticipation fills the air, Farbrengen has begun
Chassidim sing joyfully, united as one
Hearts uplifted - the Rebbe has come
Ears are strained to hear the Rebbe's holy words

And as the Rebbe speaks, the world is tuning in
Everyone can feel Moshiach's presence in the air
The Rebbe to a chossid as father to a son
Transcending limitations to be one

The Rebbe's words are reaching each neshamah
Inspiring it with courage to go on
Inspiring it with fire and hislahavus to go higher
Can't you see we need Moshiach now
Inspiring it with fire and hislahavus to go higher-
Rebbe, lead us to geulah now!

E

"Father, please listen, for I would like to share
My feelings and thoughts during this past year
Lost and confused, in despair I do cry
Oh, answer me, dear father, tell me why…

"A Shabbos has passed, Sunday has gone by
Each and every day brings forth another sigh
The Farbrengens that we heard, the dollars we received
A he'elem for so long, who could believe!"

"My son, you're not alone, I also feel the pain
Yet a purpose there must be, let me explain…"

Darkness of night precedes the light, shining forevermore
These troubled times do show that Moshiach's at our door

It's in our hands, we must take a stand
Following the Rebbe's call
"Tut altz vos ihr kent" was the message to us all

The work is being done, and still he has not come
How long can this golus last, Ad Mosai, Hashem, till when

The work is being done, and still he has not come
How long can this golus last, Ad Mosai, Hashem, enough!

Our wounds please do heal, let Moshiach be revealed
With the cry of Yechi we will march to victory

E

T.T.T.O. Ki Onu Amecha

Memories of times ago, stirring the strings of my soul
Awakening my spirit, which lied so very still
Thinking of my cradle, my mother rocking me
Humming a lullaby, a chassidish melody

Those first impressions, etched deep in my mind
Today, those impressions in my heart I find
Those first impressions, etched deep in my mind
Today, those impressions in my heart I find

On Shabbos afternoon, in a corner all alone
My father would daven, his words filled with song

Those first impressions…

In the shul of Lubavitch, together we would stand
Father and son, side by side, hand in hand
I would look up to the Rebbe, our teacher, our guide
My eyes welled up with tears, and I began to cry

Although then I was young, and did not understand
These memories inspire me wherever I am
These are the memories stored in my mind
They revive my spirit and make my soul alive

E

T.T.T.O. Niggun Simchah (Nichoach, vol. 12/2/1)

Marching forth with noble pride, growing with each stride
We are the men servants of Hashem
Avodim Uno D’Kudsho Brich Hu
Illuminating darkness is our holy goal
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From slaves in Egypt land
Led by His mighty hand
To Sinai we came, and did proclaim
"Do, then understand"

The commandments of our King
Still in our ears do ring
Ki Li B’Nei Yisroel Avodim

(tune without words)

By following His words, as servants to a master
We will end our sad history
To bring Moshiach Tzidkeinu a little bit faster
And with him, our victory

E

T.T.T.O. Niggun Shabbos VeYomtov (Nichoach 5/1/6)

A small cup of wine he holds in his hand
Young Mendele at a Farbrengen does stand
Thousands of men, standing in awe
Their attention to the Rebbe is drawn

Though Mendel stood there, his mind was elsewhere
To hear the Farbrengen he did not care
He just could not wait until it was done
So he could go home and have fun

He'd walk down the street, his friends he would meet
They'd teach him to lie, and they'd teach him to cheat
He'd look to all sides to be sure no one saw
Then, Mendel would break every law

It occured to him, at a Farbrengen one week
"After all, it's to me that the Rebbe does speak
His words, to my heart I must take
What a difference in me, they will make…

"How can I stand every week, and ignore
The words being said by the Nossi Hador!"
He decides, with tears in his eyes

"Enough of my cheating and lies"

As he walked down the street, he met his best friend
He told him, "My bad ways have come to an end
I've come to regret the things that I did
From now on I'll be a Chossid"

E

T.T.T.O. Avinu Av Harachaman (slow)
A Russian boy's helpless plight
Dreariness fills his night
Hardship and pain befall him
His chance of survival is slim

Finding no source of true comfort
To the Rebbe he turns with a letter
Compelled to express to him
How life could have been so much better

The boy did not beg for an easier life
Nor for a hope to be free
"Vos zol men ton az es davent zich nit!"
That was the Russian boy's plea

As the Rebbe spoke at Farbrengen
The chassidim gazed on in surprise
As the Rebbe choked with emotion
And tears came to his eyes

Repeat: The boy did not beg…

E

T.T.T.O. Mikolos Mayim Rabbim

Young Moishy wakes up in the morning
With excitement he says Modeh Ani
As he looks at his picture of the Rebbe 
Reminding him of his great duty

His tzitzis are constantly showing
Helping his classmates in learning
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Trying to reach all his friends
To join him in Tzivos Hashem

Through all his actions he shows he is different
All those around him, inspired he leaves them
In a chossid the Rebbe does trust, and expects
He'll carry his achrayus with zest

"As a chossid I realize I carry the Rebbe's name
In every action the Rebbe I do portray -
Wherever I go and whatever I do
My achrayus will always come through"

E

T.T.T.O. Eishes Chayil

Boruch, I write to you this letter
In answer to your question when we were together
"How is it that I am not ashamed
My Yiddishkeit to openly proclaim"

On a busy street corner to stand
Asking every Yid to lay tefillin on his hand
My tzitzis hanging proudly in sight
Never shy to do what is right

Knowing that I am a chossid
Connected to the Rebbe I live with
A feeling of pride within me
Lifting me, helping me, wherever I may be

I'm a chossid in the Rebbe's army
Fulfilling my mission proudly
Boruch, this letter is not done
A chossid you must become

Knowing that I am a chossid…

E

T.T.T.O. Yud-Beis Tammuz Niggun

The Rebbe calls out, we must reach to all
A group of chassidim heed his call
The family of Shluchim the Rebbe does raise
For his work, devoting all their days

The Rebbe stands with pride as his Shluchim he leads
As a loving father he is caring for their needs
For these are the chassidim he's relying upon
Through his berachos and his koach, they can carry on

To strengthen and unite all of those he had sent
The Rebbe brings his family together again
Once a year at the kinus, all the Shluchim he does greet
Giving them the chizuk that they all so need

The Rebbe stands…

Being that the Shluchim are so distanced physically
An album of his family, the Rebbe asked to see
And even as they carry on in these dark golus days
In the Rebbe's holy room they'll always stay

E

T.T.T.O. Lo Hameisim
Oh, why we Jews all cry
Are things so tough, we've had enough
We've worked and slaved all through these years
Oh, when will Hashem wipe away our tears

Oh, when will we walk hand in hand
With Moshiach to the Promised Land
Oh, when will we walk hand in hand
With Moshiach to the Promised Land

We're thrown around from here to there
It isn't fair, but our faith is strong
All the Jews are spread apart
It breaks our heart, but it won't be for long

For soon, we will walk…
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Soon we'll hear a sound that's near
Telling us that the time is now
The sound will be Eliyahu HaNavi
And Moshiach will come to fulfill G-d's vow

And then we will walk…

E

Our holy House in ruins and flames
Only one wall of it remains
The side that outlasted all the rest
The Kosel HaMa'aravi on the west

Throughout the years, every day
Thousands of Jews at the Wall do pray
Their tearful eyes to heaven gaze
Hoping the rest will soon be raised

Our symbol of courage, of faith, and of hope
Giving us strength with the golus to cope
Rousing our hopes that bimheirah 'twill be
The wall of the Mikdash HaShlishi

Repeat: Throughout the years…

E

T.T.T.O. Koh Amar Hashem

Davening and learning starting each day
In shul, amongst his friends, he yearns to stay
Downtown he must go, amongst the people who
Identify him simply as a Jew

Mitzvos to him precious as a gem
Lunch alone, he cannot sit with them
Taking time for minchah, ignoring all that's said
Meetings with a kippah on his head

Five P.M. returning home, completely unaware
An impact made on everybody there
A Jew is always close to G d, he proved to them

An everlasting Kiddush Hashem

E

To love a fellow Jew just the same as you
Is the basis of our holy Torah
He may be far from me, across the widest sea
Still, I'd always love him just the same

For seventy, eighty years, a neshamah wears and tears
Just to do one favor for another
Love him with all your heart - the heavens spread apart
For every Jew is really our brother

Way up high, in the sky, there's a building still unfinished
Way up high, in the sky, the Mikdash HaShlishi

And for every mitzvah that we do so carefully
Hashem will add a brick to the Mikdash HaShlishi

E

Oh Dovid, I send you this letter
Expressing my pain and despair
To thank you for teaching me how to survive
All the troubles I meet everywhere

My parents don't want me to daven
They tell me to do something instead
That's when I tell them the things that I've learned
Those wonderful things that you've said

Chazak ve'ematz, always remember
Be strong in your trust, not a pretender
You cannot just take, you also must give
Only then, have you learned how to live

But my parents don't see that I'm filled with emotion
And serving Hashem with a total devotion
You've cleared all my doubts, you've answered my dreams
Now I know what a Jew really means
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I'm laughed at because of my Kippah
My friends make me feel like a fool
They don't understand why I wear it all day
Why I don't take it off after school

At home, I make sure we keep Kosher
But few of my friends do the same
They hide their religion where no one can see
How I wish they could hear you explain-

Chazak ve'ematz…

But so many are lost in a world of confusion
Their faith isn't real, it's just an illusion
I cry for them all, I pity them so
For the beautiful things they don't know

I'm writing to you, dear Yossi
In reply to your letter to me
These are troubles in the life of an Orthodox Jew
As by now you've found out, I can see

I'm proud you've continued the practice
Of keeping Mitzvos, as you should
Now try to explain, as I once did to you
To your Jewish friends, as I would

Chazak ve'ematz…

It is true, that they're lost in a world of confusion
Their faith isn't real, it's just an illusion
Don't cry for them all, but teach them to do
The beautiful laws of the Jew

E

T.T.T.O. Hashem Yishmarcha (Miami Boys' Choir)

In a small college town
There's a young man feeling down
His future an uncertainty
"Oh, what will become of me?"

A Chabad House is nearby
The young man gives it a try
"Maybe directions here I can find
And have some peace of mind"

He discusses Yiddishkeit
All through the night
But he cries, "I don't belong -
I am too far gone"

The shliach says, "Not true
Hagam S’choto Yisroel Hu
No matter where you may roam
You can always come back home"

E

T.T.T.O. V’Chol Maminim (MBD)
We've existed so long, for the Torah kept us strong
And the Torah will never disappear-oh, no!
Through the ages, it was brought
By the children, who were taught
To follow it, and constantly declare

"I'm a Jew, and I'm proud
And I'll sing it out loud
'Cause forever, that's what I'll be-

"I'm a Jew, and I'm proud
And it's without a doubt
That Hashem is always watching over me!"

E

Wake up, Yidden, from the dream of golus
Get ready to meet Moshiach Tzidkeinu
Geulah is coming swiftly towards us
Hinei Zeh Omeid Achar Kosleinu

There will be no more wars, no more will lions roar
Umol'oh Ho'oretz Dei'oh
In a Mikdash built of flame, we'll give thanks to His Name
And march to Geulah with the Rebbe Shlita
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It happened Yom Kippur, as they were praying
A truck pulled up, the sergeant was saying
"A war has broke out, we need all our men
To serve Lemaan Hashem"

Young Mottel turned 'round to his father beside him
"Father, advise me before I go fight them
Give me a berachah I should have hatzlachah
And let's hope we'll meet again"

"Oh, Mottel my son, do not be dejected
We have a Mezuzah, you'll be protected -
Set aside time during each day
To study His Torah and pray…

"Speak to our soldiers that will be with you
Teach them B’Chol Drachecho Daehu
Hashem Yishmor Tzascho, safe and secure
Until you'll be with us once more"

E

The little bird is calling
It wishes to return
The little bird is wounded
It cannot fly, but yearns
It's captured by the vultures
Crying bitterly
"Oh, to see my nest again
Oh, to be redeemed"

The little bird of silver
So delicate and rare
Still chirps among the vultures
Outshining all that's there
How long, how long, it suffers
How long will it be?
Oh, when will come the eagle
And set the little bird free?

The little bird is Yisroel
The vultures are our foes
The painful wound is golus

Which we all feel and know
The nest is Yerushalayim
Where we yearn to be once more
And the eagle is Moshiach
Whom we are waiting for!

E

T.T.T.O. Niggun Shabbos V’Yom Tov #1450

Time has come to say farewell
to our home Gan Yisroel 
where during the summer months 
we do happily dwell

The warmth of your atmosphere 
has become to us so dear 
the mere thought of leaving 
fills our eyes with tears

Oh Gan Yisroel 
how can I bear to part 
leaving your cherished soil 
how it will break my heart 

But wait Gan Yisroel 
my sorrow I can control 
for your glowing spirit 
is already a part of my soul

E

T.T.T.O. Lakol Z'man Vo'es

The summer has come to an end
On to the busses the campers ascend
Hurt and upset some do seem
Such an emotional scene

Chaim asks his counselor why
When leaving camp do people cry
I don't understand what I see
It's not sucha  big deal for me
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The next Friday night at home
Chaim was sitting alone
The Chayus and warmth just was not there
And no one to care

A tear runs down from his cheek
He yearns for just one more week
I now understand why they can't say farewell
To Gan Yisroel

E

T.T.T.O. Achos Shoalti (MBD)

Standing in line, deep in thought
reliving a summer he'll never forget
those four weeks that he did spend
to him, so much they meant

Starting with a Bracha he received
from the Rebbe, before he did leave
in camp, with the Rebbe living always
by Davening and Bentching each day

Those Farbrengens we had
the Hachlatos we made
the songs that we sang
in my heart will always remain

As he passes the Rebbe
his voice chokes with tears
Rebbe, oy Rebbe
thank you for a summer so dear

E

T.T.T.O. The Search (JEP)

On a faraway mountaintop speckled with sheep, 
The shepherd sits alone, his gaze so deep,
Caring for his precious flock, with all his might
Carefully watching, each one remains in sight

Suddenly a cry pierces the air,
A young sheep has wandered, away without care,
The shepherd runs to rescue, oh so swiftly,
He bends down to pick up his sheep carefully 

Millions of Yiden though they may not know,
The Rebbe loves each one, and cares for him so
Each and every Jew, the Rebbe hears his cry
He is a diamond in the Rebbe's eye

The faithful sheperd won't forsake his flock
The Rebbe's loving care will never stop
In spite of the darkness we know with perfect faith, 
He will not rest till the last one is safe

E

T.T.T.O. Nigun Shabbos V’Yom Tov #83

Midnight he comes home 
Another day alone 
To influence a Yid ignite a spark that has far gone 
A life filled with devotion
To carry out a mission 
Where does he get the strength he needs to endure

The burning love within him for his Rebbe is so strong 
Every step he takes it's what carries him along 
Infusing him with life filling him with pride
Rebbe Ich Bin Eiereh 

A connection he feels so genuine and real

As Chasidim of the Rebbe we must appreciate 
The love the Rebbe the showers us we must reciprocate 
By doing what we can fulfilling his command 
Completing the task at hand 

Until the day will come once again our eyes will meet 
To usher in an era when his work will be complete 
A mission that is done 
Father and his son 
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Together reunited

E
T.T.T.O. B’Nei Heichola

As-a-child he came here
in camp for his first year
anxiously awaiting
what-will it be, how will it feel

Every day that proceeds
A little more he perceives
The feelings of the Chossid within him 

At farbrengen Friday night
the dining room alight
The warm-glow of-the Rebbe's picture
Gracing all those present there
They stand to face 
the Rebbe's image
and declare

Oy Rebbe how I wish to
Make you proud of me
I dedicate my life
To do as you've taught me

May Hashem grant you gezunt
Liorech yomim
And towards the Geulah
We'll march with you in lead

Now-memories-of-years gone by
keep recurring in his mind
Compelling him to once again
kindle his feelings inside

Perhaps they'll reawaken
And I'll gather inspiration from 
The campers I'll counselor and lead

Once again I see
Their pure sincerity
Awoken here in Gan Yisroel

Just as I felt years ago
Again they face 
the Rebbe's image
and declare

Oy Rebbe how I wish to
Make you proud of me
I dedicate my life
To do as you've taught me

2x
Ad mosai how much longer
with all our heart we plead
when towards the Geulah
We'll march with you in lead

E
T.T.T.O. Yaleh

At a farbrangen Levik did stand 
Gazing at the Rebbe l'chaim in hand
With love and care the Rebbe turns to him 
The connection to the Rebbe it feels so real

A glowing smile from the Rebbe he received
As a dollar in his hand was placed carefully
Near the Rebbe like a child at home
Attached to his father with all heart and soul

Today Levik cries with bitter tears 
I cannot see the Rebbe L'matoh with me
Rebbe oy Rebbe I need you so near 
These dark days I just cannot bear 

Oy vay, R’tzoneinu Lerois Es Malkeinu
We have nothing else but Nossi Doreinu 
Our t'filos and bakoshos are for one goal
Yearning to be back home

Hinei Ze Bo, the Rebbe did say 
We know that moshiach is coming today
For then our father we will see
The Rebbe L'matoh b'guf gashmee 

E
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BUNK KUF ALEF

SHAMMAI SHEMTOV
3915 SATINWOOD DR
TOLEDO, OH 43623
419-841-3770

LEVI SHEMTOV
14201 VERNON
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-543-7009

MENDEL LEVERTOV
1505 GALISTEO ST
SANTE FE, NM 87505
505-983-3039

MENDY WERNER
25300 GARDNER
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-547-9854

MENDEL KAGAN
15070 NORTHFIELD
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-968-7014

SHMUEL FREEDMAN
2522 S GREEN RD
UNIVERSITY HGTS, OH
44112
216-6912684

MENDY PLOTKIN
242 GREEN LN
THORNHILL ONT  L3T7H7
CAN
905-881-2012

ZEVI KAPLAN
461 HIGHCLIFFE DR
THORNHILL ONT  L4J 7M9
CANADA
905-763-9611

ZALMIE DICK
13 TIKVA WAY
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
973-656-1484

NAFTOLI DRUK
23101 PARKLAWN
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-548-4950

YANKEL BERGSTEIN
1579 BRANDYWYN LN
BUFFALO GROVE, IL 60089
847-478-1430

MENACHEM DEREN
2 MAHER AVE
GREENWICH, CT 06830
203-862-0967

BUNK KUF BAIS

LEVI MUSKAL
1755 GRANTHAM DR
WELLINGTON, FL 33414
561-333-4663

YAAKOV WEISS
4441 N MERIIDIAN AVE
MIAMI BEACH, FL 33140
305-534-1422

ISIK TRETCHIKOV

7711 MOONDANCE
HOUSTON, TX 77071
713-721-7540

SHMUEL CHANOWITZ
15 NORTH ST
MONTICELLO, NY 12701
845-794-8633

MENDEL SHEMTOV
6010 SHANNON CT
W BLOOMFIELD, MI 48322
248-592-9200

LEVI GANSBURG
1490 PRESIDENT ST
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
718-778-4119

MENDY KALTMANN
2444 ELM AVE
COLUMBUS, OH 43209
614-235-5730/939-1832

MENDEL ANDRUSIER
2929 EAST BROAD ST
COLUMBUS, OH 43209
614-235-7268

YISROEL LIFSHITZ
3787 FALLEN TREE LN
BLUE ASH, OH 45236
513-791-9696

SHAYA GOURARIE
23161 CLOVERLAWN
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-542-7239

SHNEUR LIPSZYC
11650 NE 21ST DR
N MIAMI, FL 33181
305-895-7330/493-1924

MENDEL SHMOTKIN
8770 N GREENVALE RD
BAYSIDE, WI 53217
414-352-0552

BUNK KUF GIMMEL

YEHOSHUA MEEGAN
1356 ALLEN AVE
W. S PAUL, MN 55118
651-455-1086

MENACHEM DORFMAN
1747 FORD PKWY
S PAUL, MN 55116
651-699-7745

SCHNEUR DRUK
23101 PARKLAWN
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-548-4950

NISAN LEVITIN
6519  49TH AVE NE
SEATTLE, WA 98115
206-526-8953

MENDEL GOLDMAN
3016 CASTLEROCK
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK
73120
405-748-7007

MENDEL WEISS
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6711 FOLGER DR
CHARLOTTE, NC 28270
704-362-5710

LEVI GREENBERG
1210 E 26TH AVE
ANCORAGE, AK 99508
907-279-7890

YANKY WERNER
25300 GARDNER
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-547-9854

SCHNEUR MARASOW
7201 40TH AVE NE
SEATTLE, WA 98115
206-527-1257

MOSHE KALMENSON
1374 UNION ST
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
718-363-9504

SHMULY LEVERTOV
4205 VENADO DR
AUSTIN, TX 78731
512-418-9770

LEVI SHEMTOV
6211 QUAKER HILL DR
W BLOOMFIELD, MI 48322
248-788-7131

BUNK KUF DALED

AVROHOM PINCHUS
RAICHMAN
8023 DUFFIELD LN

HOUSTON, TX 77071
713-774-4023

MENDY JAFFE
1857 HAMPSHIRE AVE
S PAUL, MN 55116
651-698-6643

MENACHEM MENDEL
ROETTER
25457 BRIAR DR
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-967-8529

TZEMACH SHEMTOV
3915 SATINWOOD DR
TOLEDO, OH 43623
419-841-3770

DOV YEHUDAH STEINMETZ
25860 SOUTHWOOD DR
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075
248-424-9361

MENDEL BERGSTEIN
1579 BRANDYWYN LN
BUFFALO GROVE, IL 60089
847-478-1430

CHAIM BELLINSKY
1494 DELAWARE AVE
S PAUL, MN 55118
651-695-1203

ZEVI FELDMAN
67 CHARTWELL LN
HALIFAX NOVA SCOTIA
B3M 4G4
CANADA

902-457-6022

BARUCH FELDMAN
544 CROWN ST
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
718-467-6146

MENACHEM MENDEL KAN-
TOR
121 SOI SAI NAM THIP 2
SUKHUMVIT SOI 22
BANGKOK 10110
THAILAND
6626630244/6626292770

MENDEL WOLOVIK
748 CENTRAL AVE
WOODMERE, NY 11598
516-569-1975

MENACHEM MENDEL
PALTIEL
5 FISHERMAN DR
PORT WASHINGTON, NY
11050
516-767-3372

BUNK KUF HAY

BENYAMIN WEISS
18342 CORAL CHASE DR
BOCA RATON, FL 33498
561-477-3658

YONAH GREEN
9205 NW 43 COURT
CORAL SPRINGS, FL 33065
954-317-3259

DOVID NISSAN ROETTER
25457 BRIAR DR
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-967-8529

DOVID TURNER
2442 FLETCHER AVE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
773-262-4865F/616-458-
5184M

ELI MUSKAL
1755 GRANTHAM DR
WELLINGTON, FL 33414
561-333-4663

SCHNEUR ZALMAN
CIMENT
10899 LAKEWYNDS CT
BOYNTON, FL 33437
561-737-9835

MENDY BARROCAS
2231 SHADY AVE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15217
412-420-6274

MENDEL COHEN
227 REGENCY DR
CHARLOTTE, NC 28211
704-366-3910

MENACHEM MENDEL
ALTEIN
532 INKSTER BLVD
WINNIPEG MB  R2W-0K9
CANADA
204-589-2547
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MENACHEM MENDEL LIP-
SZYC
11650 NE 21ST DR
N MIAMI, FL 33181
305-895-7330/493-1924

BUNK KUF VOV

AHRON BERGMAN
9971 HEMLOCK DR
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66212
913-341-6064

ZEVI ROSENBLUM
1326 PRESIDENT ST
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
718-756-5202

ARYEH LEIB EHRENTREU
123 ESTHER CRES
THORNHILL ONT  L4J 3J8
CANADA
905-889-4162

SHRAGA WEISS
4441 N MERIIDIAN AVE
MIAMI BEACH, FL 33140
305-534-1422

YANKY BENNISH
15121 NORTHFIELD
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-968-2428

YOSEF LIFSHITZ
3787 FALLEN TREE LN
BLUE ASH, OH 45236
513-791-9696

SHNEUR GANSBURG
1490 PRESIDENT ST
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
718-778-4119

LEVI KATZ
539 LA SALLE LN
BUFFALO GROVE, IL 60089
847-478-7770

TZEMACH DOVID SIMON
109 ELSMERE AVE
DELMAR, NY 12054
518-439-8280

ARI DUBROWSKI
4717 GRAINARY AVE
TAMPA, FL 33624
813-961-4550

LEVI PLOTKIN
242 GREEN LN
THORNHILL ONT  L3T7H7
CAN
905-881-2012

BUNK KUF ZAIN

BENTZION ELMAN
3253 N HACKETT
MILWAUKEE, WI 53211

MOSHE LIVSHITS
2613 EDGEWOOD AVE S
S LOUIS PARK, MN 55426
952-920-4796

AVROHOM BTESH
9801 E BROADVIEW DR

BAY HARBOUR, FL 33154
786-252-9269

VELVIL ROSLER
81 DANA CRESCENT
THORNHILL ONT  L4J-3H9
CANADA
905-731-5347

EZRA WIEMER
7024 N FAIRCHILD CR
FOX POINT, WI 53217
414-351-1788

ELCHONON CHAIKIN
2480 BEACHWOOD BLVD
BEACHWOOD, OH 44122
216-381-9178

LEVI KATZMAN
640 S 124TH AVE
OMAHA, NE 68154
402-330-7400

MENDY GREENBERG
31285 CANNON RD
SOLON, OH 44139
440-498-1637

MENDEL SHEMTOV
6211 QUAKER HILL DR
W BLOOMFIELD, MI 48322
248-788-7131

MOSHE SASONKIN
599 PEBBLE BEACH DR
AKRON, OH 44333
330-867-6798

BUNK KUF CHES

NOSSON HUEBNER
5815 AYLESBORO AVE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15217
412-421-0373

ALTER GOLDBERG
4038 NE 58TH ST
SEATTLE, WA 98105
206-522-2024

AVROMIE BROWD
144-29 78TH AVE
FLUSHING, NY 11367
718-969-5981

BARUCH DORFMAN
1747 FORD PKWY
S PAUL, MN 55116
651-699-7745

AVROHOM STEINMETZ
25860 SOUTHWOOD DR
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075
248-424-9361

ZALMY MUSKAL
1755 GRANTHAM DR
WELLINGTON, FL 33414
561-333-4663

MENACHEM MENDEL
CIMENT
10899 LAKEWYNDS CT
BOYNTON, FL 33437
561-737-9835

MENACHEM BISTON
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7720 NW 63RD AVE
PARKLAND, FL 33067
954-345-2852

KOPEL SILBERBERG
6605 ALDERLEY WAY
W BLOOMFIELD, MI 48322
248-626-1807

MENACHEM MENDEL
CHANOWITZ
15 NORTH ST
MONTICELLO, NY 12701
845-794-8633

REFAEL POLTER
24641 CHURCH
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-967-6910

BERYL PALTIEL
5 FISHERMAN DR
PORT WASHINGTON, NY
11050
516-767-3372

BUNK KUF TES

SRULI STEINER
49 THEODORE PL
THORNHILL ONT  L4J8E4
CAN
905-731-5618

ELI SAUL
5808 NORTHUMBERLAND
ST
PITTSBURGH, PA 15217
412-521-5778

ELIMELECH BIALO
2349 HALCYON RD
BEACHWOOD, OH 44122
216-464-6027
DOVID LITVIN
7 WEINER #29
REHOVOT 76216
ISRAEL
97289390385

YOSSI SMALL
5744 WOODMONT
PITTSBURGH, PA 15217
412-422-4415

LEVI KESSELMAN
23401 PARKLAWN
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-542-7521

YECHIEL DEREN
5822 HOBART ST
PITTSBURGH, PA 15217
412-421-4981

LEVI SHEMTOV
1521 PRESIDENT
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
718-774-1657

SRULY SHEMTOV
1521 PRESIDENT
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
718-774-1657

DOVID DRORI
1766 SHERIDAN AVE
S  PAUL, MN 55116

651-690-0660

LEVI MISHULOVIN
5453 CLARIDGE
W BLOOMFIELD, MI 48322
248-538-5297

BUNK KUF YUD

YUSSIE WEISS
4441 N MERIIDIAN AVE
MIAMI BEACH, FL 33140
305-534-1422

DOVID MOSHE EHREN-
TREU
123 ESTHER CRES
THORNHILL ONT  L4J 3J8
CANADA
905-889-4162

MENDEL ROBBINS
3432 N HACKETT AVE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53211
414-962-5786

DAVID SINGER
7611 PORTAL DR
HOUSTON, TX 77071
713-779-7744

AHARON SIMON
109 ELSMERE AVE
DELMAR, NY 12054
518-439-8280

ALEXANDER FINMAN
23610 GARDNER
OAK PARK, MI 48237

248-542-5087

YISROEL CHANOWITZ
15 NORTH ST
MONTICELLO, NY 12701
845-794-8633

CHAIM GOURARIE
23161 CLOVERLAWN
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-542-7239

MENDEL SHEPHERD
23181 PARKLAWN
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-543-0074

SHMULI GROSSBAUM
79 DANA CRES
THORNHILL ON  L4J 3H9
CANADA
905-886-3790

SHLOMO FREEDMAN
2522 S GREEN RD
UNIVERSITY HGTS, OH
44112
542914536582/216-
6912684

BUNK KUF YUD ALEF

YOSEF YITZCHOK ELMAN
3253 N HACKETT
MILWAUKEE, WI 53211
414-540-2292

ZALMAN KORF
7558 EAGLE POINT DR



lent. | If you get bopped, banged, hang up side down, drenched and nauseous,

DELRAY BEACH, FL 33446
561-496-4585

LEIZER PORTER
3407 BLANCHE AVE
CLEVELAND, OH 44118
216-371-5039

ARI GREENBERG
7301 45th AVE
SEATTLE, WA 98115
206-527-9290

TZVI KLEIN
26401 RAINE
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-546-4244

SHMUEL MENDELSON
3499 BAINBRIDGE RD
CLEVELAND, OH 44118
216-371-3679

MENDEL WEINGARTEN
5385 CALKINS RD
FLINT, MI 48532
810-733-3779

BERL KESSELMAN
23401 PARKLAWN
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-542-7521

SHNEUR TENENBAUM
555 CROWN ST #3D
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
718-773-6154

MEIR SHEMTOV

LEYENDA PATRIA 2880/501
MONTEVIDEO 11300
URUGUAY
598-27111686/718-360-
0845

LEVI SHEMTOV
3915 SATINWOOD DR
TOLEDO, OH 43623
419-841-3770

CHAIM BORUCH
SASONKIN
599 PEBBLE BEACH DR
AKRON, OH 44333
330-867-6798



you've just experienced a grand trip. | Waiters are like canoes; they barley get

Head Counselors

CHAIM DOVID WILHELM
9 WOODVILLE RD.
LONDON
NW11 9TP
UK
+44 208-455-6063

SHAUL PERLSTEIN
6717 N. SACRAMENTO
CHICAGO, IL 60645
773-338-9317

SHNEUR SILVERBERG
6605 ALDERLEY WAY
WEST BLOOMFIELD, MI
48322
248-626-1807

Learning Directors

LEVI TELDON
65 VALLEYWOOD RD.
COMMACK, NY 11725
631-543-1307

YOSSI HECHT
6636 N. FRANCISCO
CHICAGO, IL 60695
773-973-6724

Counselors

MOSHE SHEMTOV
LEYENDA PATRIA 2880/501
MONTEVIDEO 11300
URUGUAY
718-360-0845

MENDEL KESSELMAN
23401 PARKLAWN
OAK PARK, MI 48237

BENZION SHEMTOV (T)
3915 SATINWOOD DR.
TOLEDO, OH 43623
419-841-3770

DOVID KOTLARSKY
398 CROWN ST.
BROOKLYN, NY 11225
718-363-1400

MOSHE TELDON
65 VALLEYWOOD RD.
COMMACK, NY 11725
631-543-1307

BENZION SHEMTOV (U)
LEYONDA PATRIA 2880/501
MONTEVIDEO 11300
URAGUAY
718-360-0845

ZALMY COHEN
4987 PLAMONDON AVE.
MONTREAL H3W-1E9
CANADA
514-735-6008

MEIR SZOKOVSKI
718-775-5052

HESHY DUBROWSKY
4717 GRAINARY AVE.
TAMPA BAY, FL 33624

EITAN GOLDBREG
10067 HEMLOCK DR.
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66212
913-558-3623

LEVI GREENBERG
6505 WESTWIND DR.
EL PASO, TX 79912

MENACHEM MENDEL
SCHAPIRO
1365 CARROL ST.
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
718-773-6717

SHLOMO SIMONS
226 SUSSEX AVE.
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
917-656-9254

SHMULI ROSENZWEIG
27 MICHAEL CT.
THORNHILL ONT  L4J-8E9
CANADA
905-886-2052

SCHNEUR HECHT
6636 N. FRANCISCO
CHICAGO, IL 60695
773-973-6724

Learning Teachers

MENDY MANN
23160 GARDNER
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-339-9222

YITZI JACOBS
3555 BERKELEY RD.
CLEVELAND HTS., OH.
44118
216-321-6922

MOSHE KAFKA
4002 NE 72 ST
SEATTLE, WA 88115
206-522-5321

Z.S. SIMMONDS
42 MONTCALM CRES.
WINNIPEG MAN  R2V-2N4
CANADA
204-338-3563

YARON JACOBS
8 UPCROFT AVE.
EDAWARE, MDX. HA8-9RP
44-208-959-2006

SHOLEMKE SCHARF
383 KINGSTON AVE.
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
718-756-7871

YECHIEL KALMENSON
1374 UNION ST
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
718-363-9504

SHAYA SHTROKS
2351 128 ST.
SURREY B.C.  V4A-3W1
CANADA
605-541-4111



tipped (or: they're supposed to get tipped). | Workin' in the kitchen, may result in

MOSHE VOGEL
36 LATTIMORE RD.
ROCHESTER, NY 14620

T.H. SIMMONDS
42 MONTCALM CRES.
WINNIPEG MAN  R2V-2N4
CANADA
204-338-3563

MECHY GANZ
18 CALVERT
MONSEY, NY 10952
845-425-4196

LEVI LITVIN
14000 W. 9 MILE RD.
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-336-9636

YECHIEL SILBER
2960 W. GLENLAKE AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60659

YAAKOV GLASSNER
6785 MOUNTAIN SIGHTS
MONTREAL QU  H3W225
CANADA
514-737-4406

YUDI BROWD
6 RECHOV ALONIM
TEBERIA 
ISRAEL
718-969-5981

MENDEL SHEMTOV (T)
3915 SATINWOOD DR
TOLEDO, OH 43623

419-841-3770

DOVBER HECHT
6636 N. FRANCISCO
CHICAGO, IL 60695
773-973-6724

Camp Director
Mendel Gottleib
25048 E. Rue Versailles
Oak Park, MI 48237
248-968-2802

Head Life Guard

YOSEF LEVINE
26451 RAINE ST.
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-514-4874

Life Guards

SHMAYA MARANOFSKY
7902 CANDLE LN.
HOUSTON, TX 77071
713-541-1774

AVROHOM KOLT
88 SOUTHGATE DR
SPRING VALLEY, NY 10977

Camp Cook

ELI & NOAM RECHSHAFFER

Bike Manager

ZALMAN KASS
93 RAMBLWOOD LANE

THORNHILL ONT  L436R9
CANADA
905-764-7657

Van Driver

ITCHE ITKIN
831 MADISON AVE.
SCRANTON, PA 18510
570-344-8595

E.C.A.D.O.

MENDY WEG
1711 E. 67TH ST.
TULSA, OK 74136
918-493-7006

Office Managers

BORUCH TAUBER
536 CROWN ST.
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
718-467-8761

DOVID LERNER
23660 WILDWOOD
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-967-1818

Canteen Managers

LEVI STEIN
23061 GARDNER
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-546-5082

LEVI ADLER
708 SAMANTH DR.

PALM HARBER, FL 34683
723-789-0381

N.A.D.

MENDY LIEDER
214 VICTORIA RD. BELLE-
VUE HILL
SYDNEY, NSW 2023
AUSTRALIA

RABBI LIFSHITZ
3787 FALLEN TREE LN
BLUE ASH, OH 45236
513-791-9696

Supplies Manager

SHMULEI DRUK
23101 PARKLAWN
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-548-4950

Computer Lab

YEHUDAH RABIN
14130 BALFOUR
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-542-4809

M.B.P. Director

LEVI PEKAR

Sports Director

SIMCHA BEGUN
RUA MARANHAO 195 Ist Fl.



arrest. | Buy 2 snapples, and win yourself 2 favors. | Night activity is when peo-

S.Paulo SP
BRAZIL
OO-55-11-37-00-55

Arts n' Crafts

S.B. ODZE
51 BRAYDON ROAD
LONDON
NI6 6QL
U.K.

Kitchen Manager

SHMULI SHMOTKIN
2993 SUMMIT AVE.
MILWAUKEE, WI 53211
414-962-4615

Public Relations

AKIVA STEINMETZ
25860 SOUTHWOOD DR.
SOUTHFEILD, MI 48075
248-424-9361

Head Waiter

SRULI KOTLARSKY
398 CROWN ST.
BROOKLYN, NY 11225

Camp Mashpia

RABBI GOURARIE
23161 CLOVERLAWN
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-542-7239

Camp Doctor

MRS. DICK
13 TIKVA WAY
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
973-656-1484

General Manager

LEVI GOTTLIEB
23041 PARKLAWN
OAK PARK, MI 48237
248-990-5368
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